LIVE THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY

I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP

I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY

I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY

I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE

I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
About the University of Central Florida

The University of Central Florida is a bold, preeminent research institution widely recognized as America’s Leading Partnership University. With more than 68,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States and is ranked as one of the best educational values in the nation by Forbes and Kiplinger’s. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation for Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 220 degrees at UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 11 Connect Center locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Other campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine at Lake Nona. UCF’s online-only programs include bachelor’s degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 101 bachelor’s, 88 master’s, 29 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all public universities in Florida and the nation by conferring more than 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2018, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1328, The Burnett Honors College enrolled 2,211 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 40 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in various fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number five game design graduate school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the Addition Financial Arena, UCF hosts various concerts and shows, plus cultural events and NCAA sports. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative urban education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health informatics.
Dear Graduates,

On behalf of UCF — congratulations, Class of 2019! You now join an alumni base that continues to grow in size, excellence and impact.

Today is about recognizing the investment you have made in your future and celebrating all the hard work you’ve put into it. As you leave UCF, or continue your education here, we hope you’ll use your knowledge, talent and degree to make a positive mark on the world, and remember the friends, family and faculty members who helped you along your path.

I am honored to have been a part of your time here. Congratulations again, and best wishes. Never stop reaching for the stars!

Go Knights! Charge On!

Thad Seymour, Jr.
Interim President

An Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action Institution
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This program contains the most accurate graduation information available at press time.
The appearance of a name here is presumptive of graduation but not conclusive.
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
Grand Marshal .................................................................................................................. Dr. Shin-Tson Wu
Commencement Speaker ................................................................................................. Mr. Dan Ward
Interim President ........................................................................................................... Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ........................................................... Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services .............................. Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Health Affairs and Dean, College of Medicine ............................... Deborah C. German, M.D.
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ............................ Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Government Relations ......................................................................... Dr. Janet Owen
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ................................................................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Business Administration ..................................................................... Dr. Paul Jarley
Dean, College of Engineering and Computer Science ................................................... Dr. Michael Georgiopoulos
Dean and Director, College of Optics and Photonics ...................................................... Dr. Bahaa A. Saleh
Dean, Rosen College of Hospitality Management ............................................................ Dr. Youcheng Wang
Alumni Representative ..................................................................................................... Ms. JJ Mackle
Student Government Association President ..................................................................... Mr. Kyler Gray
University Faculty Representative ................................................................................... Dr. Joe Hutchinson
Staff Council Representative ............................................................................................ Ms. Jamie LaMoreaux
Order of Pegasus ............................................................................................................. Mr. Ahmad Said Hafez Qasem

Commencement Speaker

Dan Ward, APR, CPRC, is president of Curley & Pynn, a public relations firm which provides full-service communications and marketing program management, including message development and training, corporate communication strategy, digital marketing, social media outreach, crisis communications, media relations and B2B marketing strategy. Dan has been with Curley & Pynn since 1995 and served as vice president and partner for 10 years prior to becoming president.

Prior to joining Curley & Pynn, Dan worked for the public relations division of Ypartnership (formerly Robinson, Yesawich & Pepperdine), where he managed publicity programs for such clients as the SSC Radisson Diamond cruise ship, Radisson Hotels International, Disney Institute, Hotel del Coronado, the Island of Saint Maarten and Premier Cruise Lines’ Big Red Boat.

Dan currently serves as chair of the UCF Alumni Board and a member of the Nicholson School of Communications and Media Advisory Board. He earned a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the UCF in 1992 and is married to UCF alumna Rae Garner Ward. Rae earned her bachelor’s degree in journalism from UCF in 1993. Together the couple have two daughters, Makenna and Megan.
College of Arts and Humanities, College of Graduate Studies, College of Nursing, College of Sciences, and College of Undergraduate Studies
August 3, 2019 – 2:00 p.m.
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ...................................................................................................................................... Dr. Peter Larson
Commencement Speaker ........................................................................................................... Dr. Falecia D. Williams
Interim President ............................................................................................................. ............ Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ................................................................. Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ........................................ Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies .................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Government Relations ..................................................................................... Dr. Janet Owen
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ...................................................................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Arts and Humanities ................................................................................... Mr. Jeffrey Moore
Dean, College of Nursing ......................................................................................................... Dr. Mary Lou Sole
Dean, College of Sciences ........................................................................................................ Dr. Michael Johnson
Interim Vice Provost and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies ........................................ Dr. Melody Bowdon
Alumni Representative ......................................................................................................... ........ Ms. Melissa Tomasso
Student Government Association President ............................................................................... Mr. Kyler Gray
University Faculty Representative ........................................................................................... Dr. Leslee D’Amato-Kubiet
Staff Council Representative ..................................................................................................... Ms. Christine Rivera
Order of Pegasus ...................................................................................................................... Mr. Christopher Michael Faulkner

Commencement Speaker

Dr. Falecia D. Williams currently serves as the Campus President for the West and Downtown Campuses of Valencia College in Orlando, Florida, one of the nation’s largest and most celebrated community colleges, including being recognized in 2011 by the Aspen Institute as the inaugural winner of the Aspen Prize for Community College Excellence.

Dr. Williams was tapped to lead Valencia’s collaborative efforts with the University of Central Florida to open a new joint campus in Downtown Orlando. The shared UCF Downtown and Valencia College Downtown campus will open August 26, 2019. Under her leadership, the joint campus establishes a compelling campus vision that portends a defined emphasis on significant and measurable improvements in student success, equity, and community impact for long-term sustainability.

Dr. Williams’ career in higher education has focused on student success, program development, community partnerships, and leadership systems. She is the recipient of numerous awards based upon noteworthy outcomes achieved while leading pre-collegiate partnerships, accelerated learning initiatives, career and workforce education, and economic development. In 2018 she was selected by the Aspen Institute as an Aspen Presidential Fellow for Community College Excellence.

Dr. Williams earned her B.A. from Rollins College, M.A. from Stetson University, and Ed.D. from the University of Central Florida.

Dr. Falectia D. Williams
College of Community Innovation and Education,  
and College of Health Professions and Sciences  
August 3, 2019 – 7:00 p.m.  
Platform Party

Grand Marshal ................................................................. Dr. Bonnie Yegidis
Commencement Speaker ................................................................. Dr. Gideon J. Lewis
Interim President ........................................................................... Dr. Thad Seymour, Jr.
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs ...................................... Dr. Elizabeth A. Dooley
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services .................. Dr. Maribeth Elasz
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies .................. Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Government Relations ...................................................... Dr. Janet Owen
Dean, The Burnett Honors College .................................................. Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Community Innovation and Education .......................... Dr. Pamela S. Carroll
Interim Dean, College of Health Professions and Sciences ......................... Dr. Jeffrey Stout
Alumni Representative ..................................................................... Ms. Carol Hendren
Student Government Association President .............................................. Mr. Kyler Gray
University Faculty Representative .......................................................... Dr. Daniel Seigler
Staff Council Representative ............................................................ Ms. Synithia Dowdell
Order of Pegasus ..................................................................... Ms. Yanelis Alicia Diaz

Commencement Speaker

Dr. Gideon J. Lewis is a UCF graduate and a world-renowned sports medicine physician who is well known for working with professional athletes. He is a board certified reconstructive foot and ankle surgeon and proud Fellow of the American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons. Dr. Lewis also currently serves on the UCF Foundation Board of Directors.

As a former Division 1 collegiate athlete, his passion for sports remains. He established the Foot and Ankle Sports Medicine Institute where he routinely treats athletes from the Olympics, NBA, X-Games, NFL, and other major sports.

Dr. Lewis is very active in academics with his numerous involvements in medical education. He is a Clinical Professor with Florida State University College of Medicine and an Assistant Professor with UCF College of Medicine.

In 2010, Dr. Lewis founded the UCF Surgical Internship Program and serves as the director of this elite program. Nine of his past interns have been awarded the Order of Pegasus, UCF’s highest award.

In 2010 he was selected as the very first recipient for the “Rising Star Award” by the UCF College of Medicine and last year he received the Dean’s Award which is the highest honor awarded to any faculty member at the College of Medicine.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

JASARA HINES
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Scot A. French

College of Business Administration

STEPHANIE ROSE LEONARD
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Rebecca Bennett

WIOLETA OLCZAK
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Robin W. Roberts
Major Advisor: Dr. Theresa Ann Libby

College of Community Innovation and Education

MAIS FLAIEH HASAN AL JABBAWI
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen A. Sivo

KARYN ANNE ALLEE-HERNDON
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Sherron Killingsworth Roberts

BRENNAN WILLIAM ASPLEN
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Jerry Johnson

BONNIE LORRAINE BITTMAN
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. William B. Russell III

PATRICIA NAVARRO VELEZ
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Steve G. Sutton

NADRA S. PENCLE
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Robin W. Roberts
Major Advisor: Dr. Theresa Ann Libby

TAYLOR N. BRAY
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor
Major Advisor: Dr. Marjorie A. Ceballos

KRISTINE MICHELLE CASH
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele G. Gill

EFREN DE LA MORA VELASCO
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Atsusi Hirumi

NICOLE CHRISTINE EGGERT
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Carolyn Hopp
KEITH ELLIOTT ERICKSON  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye T. Taylor  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marjorie A. Ceballos

KELSEY LEIGH EVANS  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. William B. Russell III

SHARI M FOSTER HENNIGHAN  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Malcolm B. Butler

MARSHA AMOY FRASER  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Wan

BRIAN D. FURGIONE  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Russell III

LUCILLE ELIZABETH GILLAM  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Martha Lue Stewart

REBECA ANN GRYSKO  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Vassiliki I. Zygouris-Coe

SHANNON M. HOLLIKER  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ana M. Leon

ERICA EDGAR HOYT  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michelle G. Gil

NAYOUNG KIM  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Dalena Dillman Taylor

MASA KRSMANOVIC  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Dwight Cox

SABINE RAE LASER  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye T. Taylor  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marjorie A. Ceballos

SEAN MICHAEL LOOMIS  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. William B. Russell III

KENNETH J. MATTHEWS  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Steven A. Sivo

ZEREK MAYES  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Suzanne M. Martin

MARISSA MELIN  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jerry Johnson

SHARON B. OCHOTORENA  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye T. Taylor  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marjorie A. Ceballos

MARY K. PERLEONI  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn W. Lambie  
Major Advisor: Dr. Viki Price Kelchner

KATHERINE DWYER PHILP  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele G. Gil

LAUREN ELIZABETH RAUBAUGH  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kerry Purmensky

FRANCISCO G. RIVERA  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jerry Johnson

BRIAN KENNETH SANCHEZ CORONA  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye T. Taylor  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marjorie A. Ceballos

JILLIAN SCHREFFLER  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa A. Dieker

REBEKAH SCHREFFLER  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Karen L. Biraimah
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Major Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REBEKAH ADDY SHBEEB</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
<td>Dr. Karen L. Biraimah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMOTHY ANDREW SMITH</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Jerry Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONATHAN D. TAYLOR</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Jerry Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIN CARROLL VACCHIO</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Suzanne M. Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACY LYNN WEBLEY</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Suzanne M. Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUSEF ABDULLAH ALAHMADI</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Patrick Likamwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SULTAN MAWADH ALMUTAIRI</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Thomas O’Neal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODEY ALSHBOUL</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Omer Tatari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIE MICHEL ATALLAH</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Nazanin Rahnavard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KULDIP SING ATWAL</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Mostafa Bassiouni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMIT KUMAR BHATTACHARJEE</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Issa E. Batarseh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWAIYAPAYAN CHAKRABORTY</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Sumit Kumar Jha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITCHENDA CHAN</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kevin Mackie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI CHEN</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Issa Batarseh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHOIBIN CHUNG</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLGA ERCAN</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Omer Tatari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILMER FLORES</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kareem Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. M. OSMAN GANI</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Yaser Pourmohammaadi Fallah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGAR GUTIERREZ FRANCO</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Luis Rabelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAD UL HASSEN</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Sumit Kumar Jha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINFENG HE</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kalpathy B. Sundaram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JASON ERIC HOCHREITER</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Gregory Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUI HOU</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Mubarak Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAGHU VEERA MANIKANTA CHAR</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Subith Vasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIREZA KARBALAEI BABA</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Hyoung Jin Cho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Advisor(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVID KARDAN</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Kenneth O. Stanley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD IMRUL KAYES</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Haitham Al-Deek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARFEEN KHALID</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Sumit Kumar Jha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEHESHTEH KHAZAEILI NAJAFABADI</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Reza Abdolvand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIANGLING KONG</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Yunjun Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANG LI</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Kalpathy B. Sundaram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIYANG LU</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Liqiang Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVOOD MARDANINAJAFABADI</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. George Atia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARASH NAYEBZADEH</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Yoav Peles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEHA NEUPANE</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Subith Vasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEI OUYANG</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Xun Gong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTINA LEIGH PETERSON</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Dr. Damian Dechev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD SHARIKUR RAHMAN</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOATZ ELSAYED ELKABARY I SAAD</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILAL SALIM SALIH</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Tuhin Das</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALJIT S. SANDHU</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Arvind Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOJTABA SHIRAZI</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Azadeh Vosoughi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBRINA TAHSIN</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Arvind Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL EVAN TRAMPLER</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Stephen C. Medeiros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JINGHUI YUAN</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Dr. Mohamed Abdel-At</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College of Health Professions and Sciences

ERNEST ANTHONY VARGAS
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Matthew Stock

College of Medicine

CHRISTOPHER DOUGLAS GRUBE
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Herve Roy

SWARAN NANDINI
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen J. King

JESSICA LORRAINE GUYETTE
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth R. Teter

AHMAD SAID HAFEZ QASEM
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Saleh A. Naser

ALISHA NOELLE KELLNER
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth R. Teter

College of Nursing

LORI ANN DONNELLY
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Susan Chase

MARIE-ANNE S. JEAN
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Susan Chase

SUZANNE MICHELE HYER
Nursing
Major Advisor: Dr. Joellen Edwards

DAWN MICHELE TURNAGE
Nursing
Major Advisor: Dr. Norma E. Conner

CHERYL L. JACOBS
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Dianne Andrews

ALYSSA LYNN VERKUILEN
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Melanie Keiffer

College of Optics and Photonics

GUILLERMO FERNANDO CAMACHO
GONZALEZ
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Sasan Fathpour

HAO CHEN
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Yajie Dong
JUAN HE
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

QITIAN RU
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Konstantin L. Vodopyanov

FEDOR KOMPAN
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Leonid B. Glebov

MD JAVED ROUF TALUKDER
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

MARCY MALINOWSKI
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Sasan Fathpour

FELIX ANTONIO TAN
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Ayman Fathy Abouraddy

NICHOLAS S. NYE
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Demetrios Christodoulides

GUANJUN TAN
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

MIDYA PARTRA
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Demetrios Christodoulides

JIAN ZHAO
Optics and Photonics
Major Advisor: Dr. Axel Schulzgen

ANURADHA GAYATHRI AKMEEMAN
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael E. Sigman

CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL FAULKNER
Security Studies
Major Advisor: Dr. Gunes Murat Tezcur

ALYSSA ALLEN
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael E. Sigman

ARIELLE GAUDIELLO
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Zhisheng Shuai

PAUL A. BARCLAY
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie K. Sims

MADISON BAILEY HALL
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. Graham A. Worthy

ELLiot J. BLACKSTONE
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Alexander Tovbis

DANIELLE CORRADO HERRING
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Paulson

CHRISTIAN S. BOSSE
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Zixia Song

TED DAVID JUSTE
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Deguang Han

SETH RYAN CALHOUN
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. James J. Hickman

NABIN KANDEL
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Suren A. Tatulian

MANGALAGAMA DEWASURENDRA
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Kuppalapalle Vajravelu

DONNA JANINE KING
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. Lin Huff-Corzine
TYLER JAMES MAXWELL  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Swadeshmukul Santra

RASIKA UDARA RAJAPAKSHA  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marianna Pensky

JESSICA RUTH MICHAELIS  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Janan A. Smither

ANDREW BRIAN TALONE  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Florian Jentsch

GEORGE THANH HUNG NGUYEN  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ram N. Mohapatra

ILIA TOLI  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Shengli Zou

ANDEL V. NICASIO  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Cassisi

MIKAEL I. YOUNG  
Biomedical Sciences-COS  
Major Advisor: Dr. Swadeshmukul Santra

HARVEY LOUIS NICHOLSON  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jason Ford

JINGMEI ZHANG  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zixia Song

ALI OZCAN  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Swadeshmukul Santra

Rosen College of Hospitality Management

SUJA CHAULAGAIN  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Abraham Pizam

SABA SALEHI ESFAHANI  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Youcheng Wang

TRISHNA GAJJAR MISTRY  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Fevzi Okumus

EKTERINA IGOREVNA SOROKINA  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Youcheng Wang

GIULIO RONZONI  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Alan D. Fyall

MOTAZ ZAITOUNI  
Hospitality Management  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Murphy
Candidate for Education Specialist

KAIRA SHANTELL KELLY
Education Specialist
Major Advisor: Dr. Karri Williams-Fjeldhe
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Madhura Nadarajah
Jasmine Liz Parson

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition
Rachel A. Street

History MA
Jennifer Davis
Gramond S. McPherson

History MA-Public History
Kendra E. Hazen
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM

Todd Joseph Currie
Julia Ann Cusumano
Brooke Victoria Keber
Tatiana Pamela Patton

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration MBA-Evening

Kelly Christine Bates
Katie Irene Booth
Quynh-Anh Nguyen
Mary Kaye Mendoza Pascua
Sophia Dalen Sweeney
Elizabet Anatolieva Zaharieva

Business Administration MBA-Professional

Jonathan K. Blain-Maiza
Stephanie Renee Williams Burk
Brian Javier Caine
Christopher Douglas Chandler
William Patrick Chandler
Wendy Kiek Mui Cheng
Kyle David Christiano
Ruben Raul Correa
Lakeisha R. Cross
Eric James Evans
Olivia Nadine Ferguson
Victoria Maria Gajdzisz
Jessica Isabel Goicochea
Kassandra Mae Hartwick
Ashlynn Cymone Hughes
Cë'tia Imani Hunter
Vincent Joseph Ippolito
Bryant Francis Iskandar
John Aaron Jovaag
Ja'Far Ismail Karim
Sundas Ahmed Khan
Jennifer Lynn Kirby
Douglas John Kummerly
Heather Marie Landers
Eric Daniel Leser
Allison Marie Logan
Robert Louis Lyman
Rachel Paige Macker
Sachin Amrit Mangra
Ana Gabriella Martinez
Rafael Abraham Miguel
Kaitlyn Rondeysia Moore
Christopher Thomas Morells

Andrea Carolina Mujica
Margaret M. Murdock
Angela E. Naval
Brian Joseph Pawlowski
Amber Elizabeth Radcliff
Jonathan Davin Rama
Nathaniel Joseph Rendell
Alfonso Javier Rosado
George Lewis Sands III
Tejvir Singh Saran
Eric Gregory Schier
Jessica Bianca Schreder
Joseph Severin Sheets
Samantha C. Skudera
Haley N. Stamerra
Tyler Danielle Tobey
Olivia Genevieve Vitagliano
Carson Michael Weyer
Terance Everton Winn
Shynesia La'Shay Wofford
Siyuan Yang
Kelsey D. Zwick

Master of Science

Economics MS

Ryan David Allen
Kala Bryant
Michael J. Pabon
Adam Jacob Walter
William Franklin Weatherford

Master of Science in Accounting

Accounting MSA

Blaine Matthew Bauer
Kimberly Dolores Doan
Evan Scott Dunayer
Laura Elizabeth Korsmit
Michael Gerald McKinney
Rachel Ruth Neild
Devon Tyler Pate
Jordan Daniel Peterson
Sierra Britani Seldin
Rebecca Faye Shapiro
Brooke Isadora Smith
Philip Thomas Trees
Miranda Paige Watkins
Jason Richard Wiggins
Rhiannon Danielle Wilson
Alexandra Brooke Young
College of Community Innovation and Education

Master in Research Administration
Research Administration MRA
Lori Armstrong
Jennifer Marie Fairfield
Shayne Amir Gutzmoke
Brittany Michelle Henderson
Kimberly Jean Johns
Kaley Nicole Kildahl
Jessica Lisboa
Joshua Nathan Pesch
Lillian Marie Winfrey

Master of Arts
Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Natalia Yarmosh
Career and Technical Education MA
Kimberly Pamela Aldana Ortiz
Teresa Ann Hall
Bianca J. Jackson
Eligio Marquez, Jr.
Gregory Scott Taylor
Counselor Education MA-Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Sandra Nicole Aponte
Alexandra Mayre Arellano
Chandini Shivani Balwant
Danielle Elizabeth Barbera
Farrah Lynn Litt
Nikki Anne Reis
Kaitlin Alexandra Smith
Counselor Education MA-School Counseling
Michelle Lauren Camp
Kaila Kelly Cochran
Kaleigh Elizabeth DiPerna
Madison Lee Kelly
Tabitha Ann McAuley
Megan Elizabeth Whitman
Educational Leadership MA
Angela Lynette Feliciano
Brittany D. Henrys
Deiara Emani Jones
Donald Lewis Kuhn
Mary Zimmermann Lupter
Timothy Michael Nash-Brown
Ciera Nicole Paton
Shaira R. Rajalingam
Melissa Marie Theodore
Jennifer Ellen Vaudo
Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-College Teaching and Leadership
Tiffany Ruby DeJesus
Andrew Robert Green
Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel
Gordon Clinton Adams
Scott Phillip Mauro
Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Elizabeth Victoria Aja
Michael Kenneth Glasheen
Emily M. Hancock
Alicia V. Palmer
Melissa Renee Wise
E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Nava E. Cohen
Earlbee Scott Dowling
Cassandra Lynn Farr
Minyoung Lee
Matthew Curtis Malone
Rajendra Singh
Cindy Williams Tominiyi
Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Frederick Anthony Dupuy
Lauren Jane Perry
Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA
Caitlin Rose Corbett
Paige Marie Oberst
Nancy L. Rusk
Sahana Sen

Master of Education
Educational Leadership MEd
Meraris N. Agosto Walker
Krista E. Blue
Ashlee D. Bond
Danielle Shanace Coates
Sara Elizabeth Cooper
Tara Dawnn Daub
Raymond King Howe III
Wilicia Latrice Hughes
Jorie Anne Jeannides
Nybrina Sade Avion Johnson
Brandon Douglas Joyce
Garrett Matthew Linquist
Maria E. Omana
Kasey Ann Shaughnessy
Doranna Renee Smith
Rebecca J. Wiley
Ryan Raymond Zimmerman
Elementary Education MEd
Stephanie Ann Diehl
Exceptional Student Education MEd
Kim Monique Charles
Alexandra Victoria Cordrey
Teri L. Esmond
Darlisa Maria Gladman
Marcus Jermaine Green
Deanna Nicole Irwin
Amanda Christine Kolacia
Shawn Perrine Lessard
Nicole Avila Pritchett
Maria D. Smith
Stephanie Marie Troisi
Reading Education MEd
Kelsey Nicole Biffel
Brianna Anisa Boden
Viona Rolle Cooper
Allison Marie Grant
Lauren Doria Murphy
Secondary Education MEd-English Language Arts Education
Cavel Cassandra Austin
Audra Leigh Greuel
Jessica Lynn McMaster
Sarah Elizabeth Walsh
College of Community Innovation and Education

Secondary Education MEd-Mathematics Education
Zara Kendra Edwards

Secondary Education MEd-Social Science Education
Michael W. Hopkins

Master of Health Administration
Health Administration MHA
Sonia Ahmad
Parker Lynn Alvey
Andrea A. Andrade
Grady Franklin Barnard
Michael Elliot Barton
Anglade Benoit
Joshua Edward Bittner
Kejuana Sharail Brooks
Diamond Janay Brown
John Michael Carr
Valencia Tiffany Daniels
Alyiah Tiana Days
Natalie Lyn DiResta
Ultima E. Espino
Rebecca Marie Fanchette
Jessica Simone Foster
Olga Teresita Galban
Shanise Nicole Gallon
Paul Michael Garger
Fabio Alexander Giraldo Montoya
Paula Marcela Gomez
Bridget V. Granja
Kirsty Rebecca Gutierrez
Nahum John Hill
Ariel Elizabeth Holley
Trecia Tenesha Jansen
Razaina Altacgracia Jean
Louise Marie Johnson
Melanie Anne Koutsoulieri
Mayzie Joy Lawrence
Amanda Catherine Lindley
Erica Natalie Lindo
Monti Moghadas
Aamer Gulam Mohiuddin
Andre Elijah Morales
Kelly Nicole Mountcastle
Sophia Munoz
Mayur Gururaj Nadig
John Nasiphandone
Javan Romeo Nelson
Kaitlin Renee Oepen
Sydney E. Oxley
Danny Ivan Quitano
Corinne Michelle Ramos
Olivia Lynne Randall-Kosich
Ada M. Reyes
Benjamin Rivera
Frances Nicole Rodriguez Vizcarrondo
Karina Liz Rosario
Amina Saqib
Deanna Marie Scheu
Erica M. Scott
Alycia L. Scruggs
Jeffrey Todd Shapiro
Mashiyad Sheikh
Debra Marie Sierra
Nestha Sil
Christina Nadira Singh
Regan Elizabeth Snell
Vanessa R. Stavros
Gizelle Loren Steedley
Kathleen D. Stoner
Hasan Yousef Sultan
Maurine Sylvertain Normann
Folashade Raolat Taylor
Kiana S. Tereell
Alisi Varela
Jessica Lee Villegas
James R. Wade Ii
Alexis Caril Ward
Nicole P. Warner
Philippa F. White
Traci C. Wooden
Kelly Elizabeth Wright

Master of Science
Criminal Justice MS
BRADLEY D. CARPENTER
Rikenda Bettie Cherisma
Romary Cornelle
Jose Andres Costoya
Johanna Cram
Anthony Figueroa
Caleb E. Gillette
Robert Lee Hall Iii
Michelle Leigh Hermann
Chadai Monique Humphrey
Samantha Dianne Kingery
Lina Mondragon
Kristina Kay Navarro
Marisol Norris
Megan Nicole Offenhauser
Tanisha Maryssa Pierrette
Shaharrazad Mese Roberts
Randi Lee Taylor
Yesenia Marie Vazquez
Jerri Kay Weathers

Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Melissa Anne Kent
Mariah Grace Maccione
Elizabeth Catherine Reece

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS
Yesmi Yuilan Aguirre
James Woods

Urban and Regional Planning MS
Riva Luango Heinrich
Mikayela Sophia Solomons

Master of Nonprofit Management
Nonprofit Management MNM
Litilana Continanzi
Mary Lynn Dahle
Eldira Dursun
Carmen Elena Honaker
Diana C. Hunter
Amanda Lisha Sabet

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration MPA
Quinton Alexander Arrington
Samuel David Bates
Eldira Dursun
Kevin Joseph Kuehnert
Tanisha Maryssa Pierrette
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College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering
Md Hasibur Rahman

Civil Engineering MS-Water Resources Engineering
Khalid Abdelwahab

Computer Science MS
Kuldip Singh Atwal
Joshua Crow
Saurabh Farkya
Neda Hajakhoond Bidoki
Samandeep Singh Panwar
Jenan Park
Amirreza Samiei
Jnu Tulha
Josiah Mark Wong

Data Analytics MS
Michael Antia
Asaf Butt
Andrew Stephen Murrell
Darren Patrick Reynolds
Jeevan Ninan Samuel
Nicholas Daniel Waddington

Digital Forensics MS
Kevin P. Brosseau
Johrel Galloway
William Christopher Hopkins
Gaspar Perez
Gordon Von Strosnider

Engineering Management MS
Eliezer Lorenzo

Industrial Engineering MS
Mohammad Reza Davahli
Carlos A. Genoy
Brittany Leigh Woods

Industrial Engineering MS-Healthcare Systems Engineering
Frederick Ajisafe
Jesse Michael Chafer
Justin C. Dizon
Paul Scott Fender
Neal Christopher Moriconi
Chinonso Jerry Onyechi
Timothy Pollard
Prem Rajendra Warde

Modeling and Simulation MS
Andres Paul Hanchi
Ugur Uysal
Arash Zarmehr

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering MS-SE Space Systems Design and Engineering
Ryan James Debevec
Ahmed Elsadek Ahmed Seleit

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Thermofluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering
Jason Carvalho
Cal James Rising
Jorge Samuel Torres

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering MSCE
Amirsaman Mahdavian

Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering MSCpE
Ali Assaad Taib AlKobaisi

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering MSEE
Kevin Cai Chan
Juan Andres Escobedo Contreras
Adithi Pandrathal Krishnaprasad Sharada
Geoffrey Raymond Mulberry
Michael Joseph Rathbun
Kevin Alexander White

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering MSEnVe
Tulsi Lakshmi Shukla
Andrea Natalia Valencia

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering MSMSE
Geoffrey Scott Gregory
Linda Ann Rossmann

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME-Mechanical Systems
Jonathan Henry McConnell
Veli Bugra Ozdemir
Bryan Sanchez
Haoran Song
Justin Matthew Surgue

Mechanical Engineering MSME-Thermo-Fluids
Kevin Bauer
Brian Christie Garrett
Patrick Kendall Tran
College of Graduate Studies

Master of Science

Interdisciplinary Studies MS
Ryan Keith Bare
Diana Buduch
Vicky Chuong

Nanotechnology MS
Brian E. Butkus
Vanessa Charles
Barbara Delgado
Charles Michael Didier
Yuen Yee Li Sip
Lauren Rachel McCoy
Zachary Tyler Untracht
College of Health Professions and Sciences

**Master of Arts**

Communication Sciences and Disorders
MA

Yasmine Khaled Al-Khub
Melissa Nicole Antler
Julia Brooke Attaway
Suzanne Caitlin Ball
Charity E. Bobo
Meaghan L. Chin
Demi Lynn Dominguez
Samantha Erin Feliciani
Rex Ryan Hadden
Rachel Anne Hampton
Laura Haro
Carissa E. Hastings
Nelson Javier Hernandez
Celeste Lynn Hoeh
Anna K. Hosner
Brooke A. Kittleson
Jenny Rosa Koster
Amelia Michael Langston
Alexis Marie Long
Emily Elizabeth Mann
M.E. McNally
Monika Nuñez-Castilla
Gabriella Ines Perez
Malorie Marie Perez-Montoya
Kelly Suarez Rosales
Brittany S. Sanders
Kaly Schirack
Jessica A. Sonnenberger
Ashka B. Thakar
Christina Isela Weill
Ashley Taylor Welch
Hannah Kathleen Woodruff

Jennifer Brandt
Derick Patrick Brown
Ginette Diane Brown
Maria Nicole Bruyn
Elektra Burgos
Tinsley Regina Cribbs
Kristy Lynn Decker
Patricia Beatriz Del Manzano
Erin L. Demaree
Sarah Marcia Diaram
Sarah Joyce Eckard
Ashley Dawn Foster
Wanda Esther Fuentes
Tracey Ann Gordineer
Jennifer Rose Grillo
Simone Antionette Guillet
Maria Eugenia Gutierrez
Yoskatty Mota Hayles
Hannah Grace Hosler
Jessica M. Houts
Bari Dee Johnson
Tonya Renee Jones
Jeanette Joyner
Aaron Joshua Kennell
Kelly Leann Kilgore
Devin Michelle King
Janice Marie Knapp
Susan Louise Knipscheer Penning
Kaitlyn Boyd Layton
Passion Elizabeth Lewis
Widlyne Lopez
Amanda K. Lucas
Tori Marie Meadows
Mariah Rey Morris
Benita Helena Mosca
Kaitlyn Rose Nelson
Stephanie Ortiz Burgos
Yessenia L. Pacheco
Alissa Ann Panzarino
Jermesha K. Patterson
Arliz Lucia Pena
Travis Clayton Price
Syliva Revangile
Kathy Rosa
Alexandra Marie Russo
Joanna Saint Jacques
Dorinda Victoria Smith
Stephanie Giselle Torres
Tamara J. Tridle
Dominique Jasmine Washington
Jerrelle D. Williams
Emily June Withers
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Dania Setan Alqasrawi
Kum Lam Chan
David Andrew Gorlin
Esra'a Faris Keewan
Ryan Richard Marracino
Sai Preethi Nakkina
Nasif Sayeed

Biomedical Sciences MS-Cancer Biology
Janae Noel Couch
Morgan Bradley Hager
Sarah Alison Lindquist

Biomedical Sciences MS-Infectious Disease
Viviana Vanessa Perez Hernandez

Biomedical Sciences MS-Metabolic and Cardiovascular Science
Christian Martinez von Wachter

Biomedical Sciences MS-Neuroscience
Michael Octavio Alen
Qaainat Issa
Christopher Demetrios Mancini
Marcelle Mehu
David Andrew Merchant
Erika Leigh Wierzbicki

Biotechnology MS
Ryan Montgomery Clay
Kaley Hannah Garner
George Robb Huhn III
Jane Maureen Jayakumar
Michael Alan Johnstone
Arash Keshavarzi Arshadi
Sk Nazmus Sakib
Silvana Sidhom
Jonhui Carl Smith
Kyle Thomas Strickland

Biotechnology MS-Professional Science
Akshaykumar Yashwant Galande
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Family Nurse Practitioner

Kaitlin Lapp Asanoff
Alison Alexandra Badders
Megan Gloria Beck
Pamela Mariel Carlson
Rachel Kristen Couture
Cathyleen Watkins Filippi
Katie Linn Gilton
Amanda Michele Hill
Stephanie Lanoue
Karis Lee
Megan Louise Martin
Cristyl Rachelle McClure
Thomas William Milbourne
Sherise Melanie Molten
Ivana O'Leary
John Daniel O'Leary
Adrianna Marie Perotti
Monica R. Pombier
Ashley C. Trivett
Raul Eduardo Vidal-Collazo

Nursing MS-Health Care Simulation

Tyra Yvonne Mogenson
Kristine Alyssa Mortimore
James D. Shaw
Jana Karen Strangfeld

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management

Elizabeth J. Callhoun
Kendall Carmody Gibson
Juliana Green
Dana Wood
Kristen Louise Young
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics and Photonics MS

Ahmad Azim
Ricardo Martínez Martínez
Jessica Rose Pena
Justin Robert Woodruff
Murat T. Yessenov
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Rachel Constance Gregoire
Amber Rose Grissom

Applied Sociology MA
Esmeralda Cabrera
Ashley Christensen
Kris Davis
Nicole M. Lampe
Tracey Aranha Watanabe Martins
Megan Ashleigh Olive
Jacquelyn Rose Reiss

Applied Sociology MA-Domestic Violence
Kiara Lee Gonzalez Cruz

Clinical Psychology MA
Stephanie Cary Betancourt
Alison Bryant
Avni Diksh Chokshi
Rowan Crowder
Kirsten Gabrielle Klein
Derek Lattimer
Emily Jo Marbury
Nicole Marie Valdes McClure
Jing Wen Ong
Lauren Davina Persad
Allison Phillips
Maya Ornith Tatro
Robin S. Thorne
Alliyah Katherine Veilleux

Communication MA
Angelina F. Cruz
Eve Rosemarie Heffron
Minyoung Lee

Communication MA-Mass Communication
Tracy Nicole Gulliford

Political Science MA
Molly C. Ambrose
Jeremie Canton
Caitlyn Czech
Shane Thomas Kunze

Master of Science

Biology MS
Steven Michael Baker
Lauren Marie Caspers
Ericka Vanessa Correa Roldan
Bryan Locher
Leo Ohyama

Chemistry MS
Ryan Patrick Connelly
Christopher Jamal Felton
Tatiana Molden
Martin Ray O'Steen
Adam Joseph Reed
Stephen Lyle Smith
Chandana Wansakkarage Don

Clinical Psychology MS
Rachel Elizabeth Bassett
Brandon T. Matsumiya
Roselyn Shea Peterson

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Katherine E. Ciarlante
Claudia Hernandez
Matthew Alexander Ng
Liza Ashley Parker
Jamie Striler
Andrew Christopher White

Mathematical Science MS
Christopher George Botelho
Yun Su Chen-Shue

Modeling and Simulation MS
Sharlin Milliard

Physics MS
Leslie Victoria Davis
Daniel Robert Reinhart
Muhammad Waqas Shabbir

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Ruofan Su
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Liam Patrick Cash
J. Warren Coyle
Jerimie Anthony Jackson
Emily Beth Moore
Emily Paige Outlaw
Krystal Justine Riddle
Melissa Ann Santospirito
Maria Tirado Garin
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Cavel Cassandra Austin  Yanelis Alicia Diaz  Ahmad Said Hafez Qasem
Todd Joseph Currie  Christopher Michael Faulkner

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Anass Anouch  Jasmine Alexis Garcia  Maria Maksimova
Gabriella M. Bivona  William Douglas Holdren  Summer Elizabeth Plesko
Hannah Elaine Crosby  Elizabeth Terese Klements  Lauren Michelle Posner
Lilibeth Cruz Lozada  Jessica Kaytlin Lee  Jennifer Lynn Weakley
Elena Dubrovina

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Andrew Abreu  Linsi Greenberg  Summer Plesko
Alyssa Asaro  William Holdren  Louis Rondino
Marie Banothu  Collin Kazazis  Brett Ross
Nicholas Brunston  Gracen Kent  Jenny Truong
Elisabeth Cai-Pippin  Brandon Kessler  Ethan Uhlig
Julia Clark  Melissa Merkley  Irene Wang
Hannah Crosby  Gabimarie Ortiz  Victoria Zarbo
Rodrigo Duran  Amanda Ortman  Shane Zweibach
Jaylene Figueroa  Stephanie Pile
Honors in the Major

Ely Almendarez
International and Global Studies

Johanna Hidalgo
Psychology

Gabriella Ospina
Sociology

Florence Bates
Nursing

Melissa Hogan
Early Childhood Development and Education

Ketsira Pierre
Environmental Studies

Brooke Bonner
Human Communication

Melanie Jurgensen
Psychology

Caitlin Rogers Romero
Nursing

Joshua Crawhorn
Nursing

Collin Kazazis
Political Science

Aaron Santomauro
Mechanical Engineering

Raquelle Crotty
French

Elizabeth Klements
History

Rayner Seavey
Biology

Maryann Dool
Nursing

Kailey Kubisch
Nursing

Chelsie Silavent
Nursing

Christopher Evans
Nursing

Michelle Labbe
Anthropology

Karla Simonet
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Jennifer Garcia Bowman
Nursing

Grace Mageloff
Nursing

Kelsey Tilton
Nursing

Katlin Hencak
Biology

Jennifer Maxey
Finance

Ethan Uhlig
Philosophy

Laura Herbas Daviglus
Nursing

Esthermary Mendez
International and Global Studies

Manuela Uribe Garcia
Psychology

Diana Herrera
Elementary Education

Melissa Merkley
Psychology

Alissa Williams
Legal Studies

Newman Murray
History

LEAD Scholars

Andrew Abreu
Mais Al-Jabbawi
Ely Almendarez
Sydney Boughan
Matthew Boutelle
Elisabeth Cai-Pippin
Todd Currie
Christina Diaz
Christopher Felton
Miranda Frohlich
Victoria Gajdzisz

Kaley Garner
Linsi Greenberg
Audra Greuel
Dylan Grubb
Taylor Hanus
Lauren Hawley
Marklyne Joachim
Ja’Far Karim
Jenny Koster
Julie Krueger

Jin Lee
Angela Lucas
Megan Miller
Annette Montgomery
Jerilyn Pollock
Mark Poulsen
Kristi Roberts
Ashlyn Sanchez
Victor Vargas
Lindsay Wightman
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President’s Leadership Council

Yanelis Diaz

Olivia Randall-Kosich

Air Force ROTC Commission

Armand Alvarez

Jonathan Diaz

Army ROTC Commission

Valeria Acostacorrea
Allison Coleman
Mary Grace Collins
David Guzman

Dedrick Jennings
Kailey Kubisch
Angely Kuntzman
Pierce Mckee

Matthew Moore
Lindsey Pulverenti
Randy Taylor
Bradley Vandehey
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at:
http://commencement.ucf.edu/2019/summer/resources
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Art BA-Art History**
- Meghan Nicole Hummer
- Victoria Rose Jacob
- Yaimelys Mauri Lugo
- Savanna A. Zona

**Art BA-Studio**
- Joshua M. Cassagnol
- Madeline Marie Gonzalez
- Sofia Ann Herrera
- Loren Malul
- Shaya Lin Oliver
- Katlyn Cornelio O'Meara
- Harvey Perez
- Jessi Leone Poole
- Shay Marie Sanchez
- Benjamin Alfredo Valentin-Roman

**Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management**
- Joseph Louis Caruso
- Ariel Nicole Collier
- Arianna R. Lybeck
- Olivia Santina Manzone
- Gillian Sarah Miller
- Bryan Alexander On
- Emma Jeanette Pfeifer
- Lila Adelina Silveira
- Rhamsanavong Sisaleumsak
- Grant Alexander Toranzo
- Carolyn Alexis Turk
- Lindsay Hope Wightman

**Digital Media BA**
- Rudy Vladimir Alvarenga

**Digital Media BA-Game Design**
- Brianne Xin Jie Ball
- Steven Anthony Pelayo Brown
- Stanley Z. DePryor, Jr.
- Liam Patrick Forrest
- Jesse Ryan McNamee
- Junior Monpremier
- Adam Lee Parkinson
- Christopher Alexander Perry
- Alexander Anthony Powell
- Dylan Michael Rodrigues
- Jonathan Woods Tope

**Digital Media BA-Web Design**
- Lynette Jacqueline Davis
- Ricardo Joseph Anthony Hoo
- Gail Theresa Johnson
- Edward Anthony Loenich
- Maxwell Schrader-Grace

**English BA-Creative Writing**
- Thalia Adames
- Danyana A. Andrade
- Lauren Grace Anthony
- David Aviles, Jr.
- Daphney Cherelus
- Nathaniel David Colon
- Rhodesia Yvette Cooper
- Trafton Barnhart Crandall
- Marina Rose Cressy
- Patricia Daphneann Crowder
- Rachel Marie D'Ambrosi
- Jonathan Alan Diaz
- Simon Henrich Grossman
- Caitlin Elizabeth Gulley
- Marklyne Pauline Joachim
- McKenzie Marie Kane
- Nathan R. Kight
- Courtney Jennifer Knox
- Kelsey Justiniano Maldonado
- Rhiannon McKinnon
- Robyn Paige Morie
- Matthew James Morrison
- Sarah Lynn Nagle
- Demi Nicole Nieves
- Hope Avamaria Norris
- Sofia Gabriela Parada Pereda
- Seuraya Lynn Phillips
- Mark Edward Rhodes
- Emma Louise Tumlin
- Peter Anthony Vecchio
- Tiago Antonio Vieira
- Martha Lynn Webster

**English BA-English**
- Darla Stephanie Billington
- Jessica Doreen Bush
- Jenna Lynne Campbell
- Bridget Denise Collins
- Jessica Torres Drysdale
- Heather Himes Harris
- Eva Andrea Knowles
- Zarkeya Danielle Laing
- Valerie Richards Mana
- Mackenzie Elizabeth Moseley
- Giselle Marie Oviedo
- Madeline Elise Pitchford
- Jenna Lynn Prince
- Stephany Reyes
- Anne-Marie Monica Simonton
- Hannah Grace Stansberry
- Sara Nichole Stiles
- Joseph Jordan Vance
- Mark Alexander Willberg, Jr.

**English BA-Literature**
- Felicia Arteaga
- Alyssa Nicole Asaro
- Kendra Rayann Crews
- Raquelle Araeci Crotty
- Eduardo Fallas-Oviedo
- Luke Victoria Fuller
- Elizabeth Anne Gerson
- Emily Ann Harrington
- Leigh Ann Higgins
- Amber Lee Kurutz
- Nellie Marie Lopez
- Autumn Brook Oldaker
- Aita Taha
- Thalia Torres
- Clarissa Ann Tusca
- Kaleigh Nichole Whalen

**English BA-Technical Communication**
- Joshua-Caleb Pewaukee Barton
- Catheryn Amanda Gutierrez
- Eric Adams Lewis
- Xavier Felix Martinez
- Nicholas Anthony Mina
- Majesty Alliyah Ortiz
- Sagar Avinash Patwardhan
- Daniel William Radulski
- Melissa Ann Spence

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Film BA-Cinema Studies
Andrew Christopher Brady
Grace Celeste Brauer
Alexander Jordan Bricker
Mikhail Anthony-Dillion Brown
Aaron Justin Bryant
Christopher Cesar Carvajal
Nithin Chackoohan
Stephen Paul Cooper
William S. DuBbf III
Matthew Stephen Duhrkoff
Josue Esqueredo
Justine Caye Padayao Jurado
Maxwell Palmer Kain
Matthew John Kaiser
Austin Richard LeMaster
Alana Michelle Martinez
Daniel Munoz
McKenzie Paige Russell

French BA
*** Raquelle Araceli Crotty

History BA
Sofia Marie Barreda
Henry Clifton Benoit, Jr.
Zachary Paul Brinkley
John Clayton Burns
Ryan Michael Callahan
Casey McCormick Carnes
Justin Ross Embestro Castillo
Tony Chung
James Henderson Cole IV
** Jennifer Elizabeth Comstock
Bryce Alexis Connelly
Katharine Grace Davis
Patrick F. Ehrenfeld
Daniel Henry Eid
Ashley Nicole Fontenot
Christopher Douglas Fowler
David William Garber
*** Sarah Michelle Gebert
Stephen Howard Gold, Jr.
* Nikki Lynn Hearn
George Patrick Holland
*** Elizabeth Terese Klements
Sydney Marie Kolasa
Laura Nicole LeBeau
Christine Margaret Miga
Erik Tyler Molyneaux
Pedro Cuevas Mora
Raymond Nicholas Morales

Alexander John Moran
Evan Scott Murray
Garrett Quinn Power
Michael Jason Reyenga
John Michael Russell
*** Marie Frances Seller
Mary Susan Shuman
*** Laura A. Stylianou
Rachel Marie Supphin
Amy Shanelle Thibodaux
Edwin Oscar Velez
William Edward Walsh
Logan David Warren
* Rebecca Ann Wise

Humanities and Cultural Studies BA
Sharleen Blanco
Emily Ann Harrington
Ricardo Rene Silva

Latin American Studies BA
Jessica Michelle Avila
Lynda Hoyos
Audrey Leticia Tavera
Glenda Maria Vaillant Cruz

Music BA
Rebecca Danielle Briggs

Philosophy BA
Loren Ashly Alonso
Denys De Jesus Diaz, Jr.
Ryan Fletcher
Theshawn Amorous Jackson, Jr.
* Tomas Joseph Jakab
Tamiera Nicole Jones
* Kyle Richard Kaskiw
Katherine S. Laurin
Brandon William Melvin
Alexis Ann Moff
Miles Ryan Okeefe
Charles Frederick Pansler
Jimmy Lee Tater
* Ethan Kade Uhlig

Religion and Cultural Studies BA
Jennifer Anne Jenkins
Shaksiya Denise Paterson
Tess Elizabeth Sturgeon
Christopher William Travis

Spanish BA
Maria Guadalupe Beihl
Adriana Georgina Bello
Aslin Esmeraldie Cardona Velez
Lynda Hoyos
Patricia Z. Marin-Gonzalez
Roberto Andres Rodriguez Acevedo
Sonia Villanueva

Theatre Studies BA
Amelieise Olivia Banks
Blake Asher Thomas Billington
Patricia Daphneann Crowder
Kristina Nicole LePage
Bridget Margaret Parry

Writing and Rhetoric BA
Yadilex Ali
Paola Victoria Betancourt
Damaris Ayelen Bonarrico
Bharti Nandika Dwarkanaouth
** Irimar Garcia-Sanchez
Claire Rose Hamlin
Jacquelyn Nicole Harley
Nicholas Boyd Kerr
Victoria G. Payne

Bachelor of Design

Architecture BDes
Grant McKenzie Suroski
Belina Ulysse

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art BFA-Emerging Media
Alec Bram Baumzweig
Kyle Kenneth Climaco
Lynette Jacqueline Davis
April Grace Domingo
* Lauren Kay Gisewhite
Jeffrey Trent Munnis
*** Lauren Michelle Posner
** Lia Adelina Silveira
Tristen Autumn Steen
Che Yen

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Emerging Media BFA-Graphic Design
Kelilah I. Nickson

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre
Chase Harley Cashion
A Anthony Frinzi
Robert Theron Wojciechowski

Theatre BFA-Stage Management
Haley Brooke Berezin
Claire E. Fogle

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design
Johan Humberto Gallardo Nunez
Lauren Marie Hawley
Paul Tran

Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting
Paige Victoria Dawkins
Sebastian Gonzalez
Luis Alberto Landa
Orlando Lopez
Ernest Julian Smith
Philann Brittany Williams
Molly Elizabeth Wuerz

Bachelor of Music
Education

Music Education BME
Breanna Marie Costa

Bachelor of Science

Photography BS
Austin Binninger
Cheyenne Akela Cannon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Science

Economics BS
* Andrew Manuel Abreu
Wesley Jax Giotta
* Hunter Lee Goodenow
Philipp Thomas Karasch
Maariya Mahmood
Jose Luis Rivera
Karvin Supetran Singh
Cody Michael Tyrola
Joshua Osazee Omisi
Daniel Todd Pankuch
Ashley Nicole Paul
Andrew Joseph Percoco
Trisha Mae Pickett
*** Summer Elizabeth Plesko
Joshua Queiro
* Brendan James Rennie
Taylor N. Robinett
** Michelle Paige Roby
Zachary Nathan Rosen
Marvin Angel Rumie
Pedro Renato Santa Cruz
Simon Santos
Brian Scott Schiff
Casadi Joan Shepherd
* Holly Anne Shotts
Paul Nicholas Lob-On Simondon
Joshua Kuran Somaiah
Hannah Gabrielle Speece
Aymen Amjad Suleiman
Courtney Elizabeth Thornberry
Isaac Torres
Dziana Vaitsiuk
John- John Williams

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting BSBA
Casey Ryan Anderson
Connor Donnell Anderson
*** Anas Anouch
Matthew Joseph Balma
* Isham Gamh Bhuyan Iresh
Sarah Nicole Block
* Leslie Bonnelly-Castrofot
Cassidy Sunshine Caban
Michael Angelo Campaomorri III
* Adhleimarie Cintron
Vincent Joseph Coppola
* Benjamin Hoang Dang
Guillermo Jorge De Leon Gepp
James Ryan Decarolis
John Peter Dominici
* Joseph Thomas Ferrell
* Samir Anthony Amin Fikry
Alberto David Flores
Thomas Carter Frye
Jason Furness
James Pachoor George
** Thomas Robert Hamer
* Baqin Huang
** Jamie Nicole Isseman
Lilly Anne Johnson
Anthony Michael Jones
*** Elena Kutsepalenko
Bradley Landers
Tsz Yan April Lau
Christopher McKay Llewellyn
Conor Joseph Lynch
Christopher Samuel Metro
Laura Cristina Monsalve
*** Nadzeva Nesterovich
Ryan Alexander Nichols
Joshua Osazee Omisi
Daniel Todd Pankuch
Ashley Nicole Paul
Andrew Joseph Percoco
Trisha Mae Pickett
*** Summer Elizabeth Plesko
Joshua Queiro
* Brendan James Rennie
Taylor N. Robinett
** Michelle Paige Roby
Zachary Nathan Rosen
Marvin Angel Rumie
Pedro Renato Santa Cruz
Simon Santos
Brian Scott Schiff
Casadi Joan Shepherd
* Holly Anne Shotts
Paul Nicholas Lob-On Simondon
Joshua Kuran Somaiah
Hannah Gabrielle Speece
Aymen Amjad Suleiman
Courtney Elizabeth Thornberry
Isaac Torres
Dziana Vaitsiuk
John- John Williams
** Business Economics BSBA
Luis Alexander Alvarez III
Sydney Anne Boughan
* Melanie Lucia Guilleen
Evelin Loczi
Michael E. Marzan
Kimberly Nicole Mitchell
Jimmy Linh Nguyen
Allison G. Nour
Philip Stewart Pesare
Steve E. Erick Reyes Villa
Nicholas Dolor Villegas
Chad Alexander Wynne

Finance BSBA
Cody Allen Abel
Mohammad E. S Aman
Joshua Robert Anderson
* Delaney Rose Bannar
Sydnee Jourdon Bellamy
Brandon James Blaszczuk
Cody Sachio Breon
Brian Lane Bride
Andrew Bucspun
Djay Cassius Carney
Joseph Anthony Chevy
Tifara Kadesh Hardy Clark
Cameron Latham Claxton
Steven Anthony Correra
Guillermo Jorge De Leon Gepp
Diego Enrique Diaz
Andre Victor Duarte
Brock Cameron Dwyer
Alex Jake Fabel
Thomas Carter Frye
Jason Furness
Joshua William Michael Gant
James Pachoor George
Tierra George
Bradley Neal Goldberg
Ashley Taylor Hallum
* Brianna Nicole Hensley
Katherine Helen Herbert
Kyle Gene Horsley
* Baoqin Huang
Nicholas Timon Huber
Zannate Nayeem Iqbal
Bryan Andrew Imer
Michael Anthony Jamieson
Daniel Adrian Lorenzo
Chad David Luther
Patric Mackinnon Mann
* Michelle Diane Massa
Cameron Graham Mauchain
Jennifer Elise Maxey
Rachel Janet Messier
Eduardo Antonio Montiel
Astin Tylor Moseley
Daniel Frank Musser
Linh Khanh Nguyen
Ryan Alexander Nichols
* Daniela Ocampo
* Ryhan Otniene-Tani
** Hiren Kumar R. Patel
Umayang Girish Patel
* Yash Maheshkumar Patel
Andrew Joseph Percoco
Isaiahs Juriel Perez Mendez
Jesse Thomas Platiia
*** Summer Elizabeth Plesko
Jenna Riann Pritchard
Michael Richard Quinones
Luis Alejandro Roman Perueto
Joshua Nathaniel Rosenfeld
Evan Robert Ross
Jennifer Christy Rowe
Jannette Ruiz
* Jarrett Nathaniel Sabina
Jorge Eduardo Sacca Kuri

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Brian Scott Schiff
Codex K. Schultz
Alexander James Shields
Hillary Kate Simmons
Erin Jane Soto
Nicholas William Strange
Gregory Scott Thomas
Allan Joseph Ucci
Michael Anthony Verner
Brody Alexander Vinson
Tenesha Tamara Watson
Zachary Arthur Winiecki
* Liam Hamilton Wolniewicz
Tiffany Amber Yamin

General Business BSBA
Brett Van Houten

Integrated Business BSBA
Naouluf Abouelhouda
Fabiola Lidgyane Andrade
Austin David Arnellini
Michael Adones Aviles
Juan Ayala
Nicholas John Balaño
Kathleen Westfall Barnhart
Amanda Lee Baron
Jeremy Michael Batista
Sanjay Samraj Bidasee
Brandon Lee Bogumill
Peter John Bonello
Sydney Lynn Braunstein
Anthony John Brown III
Lathe Montana Brown
Arnold Vijay Bunsee
Vincenzo Mark Burgess
Savanna Marie Caneer
John McCabe Carlson
Steven Price Cassidy
Todd Morrison Chandler II
Amanda Elizabeth Chenowith
Giselle Elizabeth Marie Chin
Anthony Michael Ciardullo
Connor John Coughlin
Andrew John Cranston
Daniel Anthony Daniello
Rachel Jessica Daub
Milieys Mayerlyn De Jesus
Caitlyn Constance Deloach
Robert Adrian Diaz
Connor Michelle Dixon
Reem Hayssam Elkoussa
Alexis Eileen Escobar
Joshua Robert Faith
Zachary Alan Faulkner
Theodore Russell Feinberg
Nicholas Antonio Fermin
Andre Manuel Fernandez
Melanie Fernandez
Linsey Marie Fisher
James Dillon Fredrick
Christina A. Gallardo
Zulma Indalecia Garcia-Barrera
Yashminic Gengiah
Juan Luis German
Lauren Taylor Gonzalez
Jacob Ian Goodman
Bradford Michael Greene
Justus Emmanuel Griffith
Chase Michael Hahnemann
Taylor Ann Hanus
Diane Harnish
Dylan John Haslam
Haley Jane Heans
Alexander James Hindman
Kurt Jay Hoffman
Jason Williams Hooker-Pomare
Jarred Michael Howell
Christopher Kenneth Huff
Kelley Marie Iversen
Demi E. Kasdas
Yusuf Asif Khwaja
Carli Kinch
John Dayton Kissick
Micheynz J. Katoehvil
Cory James Lambert
Zack Warren Laurinaitis
Kathryn Lynn Leedy
Alexis Joleen Lorenzo
David William Luiky
Adam Martinez
Natalie Rose Marx
Allison Nicole McGahey
Adam Jordan Mendola
Eric Anthony Merante
Romeit Michaeli
Matthew Loren Miller
John Thomas Montelione
Desmond Neal
David Riley Olson
Alberto Jose Ortiz
Wade Timothy O'Sullivan
Benjamin Emmanuel Chi Ow
Lindsay Marie Owens
Marisol Pallante
Manan Dipesh Patel
Xavon Fernando Peart
Marly Pereira
Ashley Nicole Pierre Charles
Justin Anthony Pinoeiro
Jennifer Ann Pristin
Joshua James Proctor
Juan Alberto Quiles, Jr.
Brent Vernon Rhodes
Salarian Cashshia Richardson
Brian Julian Rivas
Kevin Rivera
Chandler Mitchell Robertson
Ricardo Rock
Kayla Raquel Rodriguez
Luke Paul Rolland
Richard John Roth
Ryan Daniel Samaroo
Julieta Santana
Samantha Loren Sardinals
Rachel Nicole Savino
Gaetano Giovanni Sconzo
Erik Keith Shaffer
Trevor Shenmans
Michael Steven Silverman
Dimitri Andre Simpson
Matthew John Smith, Jr.
Alex Snyder
Juan Diego Soler
Reed Allen Spicer
Ryan James Steffek
David Logan Stonebraker
Terrie Tany
Randy Maurice Taylor
Quinn Tristan Thomas
Kimberly Walker
Brandon Chase Ward
Luke Alexander Wills-Pollard
James Timothy Youngquist
Celia Gabriela Zalta
Yolotzy Zubieta

Management BSBA
Nathan Ryan Adams
Thomas Joey Berchmans
Sydney Louise Brown
*** Aurora Ann Charland
Jesse Easton Foetmeyer
*** Catherine Gutierrez
Lindsay Nicole Johnson
Richard Douglas Komy, Jr.
Brooke Nicole McDaniel

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Anthony Michael Paglia
Harsh Patel
Charlie Corrado Picano
** Karen Sgamati
Juliana Mary Sonbeek

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing

* Sarah Nicole Anglade
Eric Edmond Bach-Crosby
Lina Marcela Bejarano
Damaso Antonio Benalcazar
*** Lindsay Elizabeth Bettis
* Kayla Michele Bowman
* Kayla Nicole Brocato
* Elisabeth Ann Cai-Pippin
Austin Christoff Cawich
Joseph Thomas Eavarone
Adrianna Sarde' Frederick
Xevia Frederick
Valeria Catalina Gomez
Devin Marie Hinkel
Bailey Kirsten Hugh
Savannah Julia Hughes
Patrick Allen Jackson
Savannah Marie Kilpatrick
Sarah Grace Knight
Kyle Jordan Kohlhorst
Julie Lynn Krueger
* Natalie Litten
Ian Carlos Lugo Morales
Laura Ashley Lynch
Savannah Leigh Morgan-Muskin
Laura Posada
Kennedy Marie Preski
Isabela Kristine Rodrigues Tum
Jose Angel Sanz
Anthony Alexander Silva
Stephanie Marie Simosa
Juliana Mary Sonbeek
Gunnar Douglas Swanson
Vladimir Villa
Sean Kiyoshi Walden
Amanda Morgan Zilberfarb
Abigail Anne Zimroth

Real Estate BSBA

Patrick Albert Barrera
Jonathan Tyler Colecraft-Peters
Rajat Satish Gandhi
Sameerali R. Jessa
Anna Liza Khandamirian
Jacob Scott Lammert
Savannah Tamoi Lee
Luciana Analia Mino
Richard Thomas Mitukiewicz
Alexander George Pantaleon
Jill Patel
Christopher Theodore Rivera
Tyler Wesley Shortlidge
Peter Mark Toutain
Mei Yang

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling

Angelo Michael Liguori

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

**Bachelor of Arts**

Criminal Justice BA  
Lhaureth Samantha Tellini

Legal Studies BA  
Sabrina Chavez  
* Alyson Rose Fontaine  
Michael Brian Kleinfelt  
Laura Richardson  
Ali M. Sachoo  
Arturo Benjamin Sanchez  
Ashley Sherice Sedney-Kamperveen  
John Levon Vatian  
Thomas Eric Viscze

Public Administration BA  
Emily Anne Banister  
Eileen Diaz-Lizardo  
Toni M. Johns  
Shantel Jayde Lausier  
Maha Lhaimi  
William Porter Robinson II  
Joshua Kyle Searcy  
Daniel A. Zerga

**Bachelor of Science**

Art Education BS  
Ashley Nicolle Montanez-Perez

Criminal Justice BS  
Alexander Aguiar  
Valerie Alexis  
Melanie Amanda Almonte  
Brandon Amore  
Mathias Ren Andersen  
Cheyantae Austin  
Megan M. Bailey  
Kyle Young Bean  
Patrick Belance  
Suzanna Damaris Benitez  
Alex C. Bitondo  
Sebastian Bobadilla  
Bryan Elfrain Bohorquez  
Rosmary Bohorquez  
Sumner Nicole Bonner  
Brandon David Boyer  
Kyle Austin Brewer  
Taylor Jacob Brickey  
Jake Andrew Brown  
Frank Joseph Callace  
Robert Samuel Camacho  
Brittany Tyler Campbell  
Crystal Joy Canni  
Naomi A. Cano  
LaiKram Changa  
Jill Marie Charlier  
* Colton Rolley Clapp  
Kayla Elana Clarke  
Jameson Clerisier  
Donna Rene Coleman  
Genesis Coris  
Danielle Lee Cooper  
Maria Cruteher  
Gary Edward Culhan  
Tyler Scott Cummings  
Sawyer Cole Cusack  
Rachel Elizabeth Davis  
Vanessa Maribel De Gracia  
Jennifer Paige Dean  
Zachary George Decosta  
Christopher Paul Di Lorenzo  
Tyler Marie Dimond  
Adrianna Nicole Ephite  
Linsay Espaillat  
Jacqueline Espino  
Loreto Isabel Fernandez  
Jesus Figueroa  
Dustin Scott Fitch  
Julisa Nicole Frederick  
Halen Michelle Garland  
Brittani H. Gibbs  
Kelsie Lynn Gibson  
Alexander Godinez  
Gabriela Gomez  
Adam Nicolas Gregory  
Madison Marie Guetzloe  
David Howard Guzman  
Jared Anthony Hagerty  
Courtney Elise Hanson  
Taylor Marie Harris  
Yainely Hernandez  
Randy Ericson Herrera  
Raeckiah Tynisha Hosin  
Michael William Imm  
Seth Andrew Ingersoll  
Allen Dewayne Jackson, Jr.  
** Mashun Monaie James  
Shanice Amaaryllis Johnson  
Johnathan Shaun Jones  
Jonathan Manuel Jorge  
Christopher Jovi  
Catarina Elizabeth Kaltenhauser  
Troy D. Kersten  
Jennifer Nicole Kiss  
Shaun John Kofinis  
Eric Joseph Kolasa  
Prestin William Kremer  
Breanne A. Krumenacker  
*** Jessica Kaylin Lee  
Christina Renee Leon  
Michael Alec Leonard  
Justin Anthony Lopreto  
Odyssey Lugo  
Kayla Manns  
Alijah J. Martinez  
Nicolas Vincent Mastromarino  
Trevor Wayne McKenzie, Jr.  
Hilary Mercado  
Jonathan Tody Monperousse  
Jon Paul Morales  
Zachary Taylor Motta  
Wanda Lee Moya  
Minely Negron  
Jessica Nichole Nickerson  
Edwin Noel  
Myrna Damaris Palermo  
Felix Antonio Paulino, Jr.  
Natalia Petrosyan  
Aaron Brian Petry, Jr.  
Te’Moy Jerome Petry  
Edithly Pichardo  
Clissa Barros de Souza Pinto  
Terrance Bradley Pittman  
Patrick Forest Poss  
Jennifer Mercedes Ramirez  
Rebeka Rocco  
Michael Zane Root  
Michael Gabriel Rosario  
Paola Michelle Rosario  
Georgianna Saenz  
Eneisha Ninay Saez  
Izabella Almeida Sandison  
Jennifer Altgracia Santana  
Renzo Andres Sattui  
* Brionna Catrina Saunders  
Matthew Leonard Schaffner  
Sharna-Kaye Danielle Silburn  
Clay Allen Stansell  
Tiffany Marie Staples  
Briana Monae Stone  
Brittany Lynn Stover  
Christopher Paul Succi  
Martina Tashevskia  
Alyona Tegina

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Steven Nicholas Tsapatsaris  
Craig Steven Van Wagner, Jr.  
Johnathan Derrick Walters  
Austin Lennard Watson  
Dakota Dawn Westberry  
Cole Alexander Wright  
Rafael Zaldivar  

Fiona Italico  
Olga Javier  
Alexandria Leslie Jones  
Christina Marie Markowski  
Rachel Diane Martin  
Jahmila Celeste McIntyre  
Priscilla Ann Mooney  
Ashley Labria Newsome  

*** Patricia Orta  
John Nelson Peterson  
Stephanie Teresa Pile  
Amy Nicole Qualkinbush  
Guilliana Joan Radkevich  
Jennifer Caitlin Reid  
Mekayla Storm Richards  
Gretchen Milet Rodriguez  
Sherly Denise Rodriguez  
Selena Romero  
Chanel Amber Rosa  

** Madison Danielle Rouse  
Katia Sachoute  
Kaitlyn Nicole Sanchez  
Jeveshia Aiyana Taylor  
Marlene Marie Torres  
* Thalia Velazquez Rivera  
Maria Wahba  
Madison Ann Wright  
Christen Amanda Yawn  

Emergency Management BS

Ahmed Ali Al Mazroua, Sr.  

English Language Arts Education BS

Shawntae Renee Bennett  
Sandina Cesar  
Karla Ciara Marcelletti  

Exceptional Student Education BS

Emily Anne Bertone  
* Tara Lynn Pacillo  

Health Informatics and Information Management BS

Kylee Jean Barrett  
Amanda Brielle Blanchard  
Tallith Alexandria Cole  
Jessica Renee Connelly  
Vanessa R. Hagenow  
Ashlyn Bly Heeter  
Anjone Ruth Johnson  
Waldstein Joseph  
* Jolene Leslie Kitt  

Victoria Lee Land  
Destiny Mikaela Maday  
Peyton Danielle McCracken  
Meleena Theresa Rachdan  

Health Services Administration BS

Brandon Manuel Aliche  
Ruth S. Almonor  
Neysha Marie Alvarez  
Julia Ashlynn Ames  
Ashley Nicole Anduze  
Montrell Andrews Atkins  
Natalia Barreto Moreno  
Michelle Elizabeth Beadle  
Andres Bohorquez  
Adrianna Katherine Bolerjack-LaRoe  
La’Dresha Cashua’ Booth  
Alyssa Danielle Bori  
Christina Lucy Boustanis  
Isabelle S. Brice  
Idaysy Briones  
* Renzo Guillermo Brothers  
Ryan F. Brown  
Swanise Adoree Brown  
William Stewart Brown  
Kiara Marie Calderon  
Diamond Jariah Cheek  

** Josette Elizabeth Chen  
Olivia Paige Ciganek  
Katherine Elizabeth Cottrell  
Lindsey Nicole Crowder  
Rose Melodie Cruz  
Irish Kena Desilien  
* Yanelis Alicia Diaz  
Brendy Danielle Dishon  
* Lauren Jessica Dougherty  
Sherri Duverger  
Sachi-Jo Ebanks  
Peyton Ainsley Edwards  
Ali Elannan  

** Sheena Faye Fletcher  
Lucas William Foreman  
Arleen V. Franco Lebron  
Glenn Dale Gates, Jr.  
Kelli Prebly Gatzey  
Elyssa Rose Goldszweig  
Amy Tess Golen  
Susan Marie Gonzalez  
Sarah Ashley Greene  
Lorenzo Deandre Guyton  
Anthony Michael Guzman  
Alexander Michael Haben  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude 
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Lauren Michelle Harris
Kymberly Patrice Hawkins
Duyen My Hoang
Christopher Robert Holland
Robert Alex Holland
Heather Nicole Horne
Jannia Jaramillo
Collin Patrick Lagano
Austin Dominique Lamoureux
Jennifer Raquel Lee
Marshall Logan Legard
Sabina Lodi
Laura Lyle

** Loraine Malcolm
** Kathleen Maloney
Nicholas Salvatore Manzi
Kathia Marie Matias Rosa
Chantel McDonald
Alexandra K. McGovern
Stephanie Deanna Mendez
Danielle Elaine Merker
Katelyn Sauhad Messick
Nicholas D. Metro
Devin James Mineo
Nadia Mir
Karina Maria Morales
Erica Navarro
Sarah Elizabeth Nemes
** Breishka Dalie Neris
Quan Nguyen
Aliza Nooromhamed
Jay Jatin Kumar Patel
Shelby Lynne Paxton
* Rebecca Lyn Peabody
Jularies Karnaime Perez
Danielle Nicole Perry
Laura Petit
Nigel Martin Pollidore
Richard Porto
Aviesha G. Ragbir
Erica Ramos
Jose Ignacio Ramos, Jr.
Amrita Karuna Ramsanahie
* Sayesha Ramthahal
Bodru Alam Rashed
Loe Loe Rejouis
Daniela Aandreina Robbins
* Nicolle Rodriguez
Roberto L. Rodriguez
Jessica Leigh Romano
Sachely Yamilex Rosado
Jean Saint Jean, Jr.
Gabriela Marie Salas

Teresa Samora
* Maria Jose Sanchez
** Paola Nicole Sanchez
Akshay Narine Sarran
Ronen Semel
Yasmine Amber Shakur
Alyssa Michelle Simonelli
Justine Nicole Smith
Kristian Gregory Smith
Jenney Lynn Sullivan
Sasha Lee Shenoy Swaby
Brittany Shea Swam
Cescely Gabrielle Swindle
Lisa Marie Tagler
Beauty Joy Bohol Tanara
Hailey Boggs Tillapaugh
Patricia J. Tillett
Gloria Esmeralda Ubiles
Valery Deon Van Hertsct
Ashlynn Darlene Vaughn
Julie Lila Veerapan
Melissa Velez
* Armenda Vil
Patrick Noquente Villanueva
Sonia Villanueva
Summer Lauren Wade
Samuel Charles Weber
Stacey Yvette Wilkins
Deandra Malikha Winston
Ronkerria Jerqueisha Woods

Legal Studies BS
Ayesha Alicia Ali
Christina Miyah Anderson
Marissa Marie Balance
Madison Nicole Bechtel
Joseph George Bermudes III
Patrick James Bolek
Haley Alexis Boyd
Phillip Brandon Boyd
Anacia C. Brooks
Shannon Nicole Comunale
Jacob David Crouch
Cooper William Dickens
Kierra Felicia Duart
Steeler Austin Folino
Robert Ward Fontaine III
Lisa Marie Garren
Hossam Ghamlouche
Lakenya Teonie Gray
Chelsea Nicole Grullon
Elizabeth C. Hart
Fatima Jade Iyer
Casey Lee Langfeld
Payshley Lalevshka Lopez
Saralyn Maggard
Amy Elizabeth Mallette
Darby Martin
Joseph Bryan McClure
Tyler Dean Middleton
Casey Jonathan Moore
Jake Hill Morgan
** Armando Natal
Eva Susej Piscani
Karen Verid Pollak
KeriAnne Robillard
Kyla Tanisha Semino
Kellie Wynn Smeltzer
Carlos Antonio Vassell, Jr.
Alissa Myoshia Williams
Jarvis Tarice Wilson
Tyler Daniel Yackel
Juan CarlosYepes
Sharon Yohana Zuniga Navarro

Mathematics Education BS
Brittany Lashti

Nonprofit Management BS
Rebecca Ann Shepps

Public Administration BS
Ashton Samarah Antoine
Devin Michael Bleich
Amal Mazen Elmusla
Rachel Olivia Reid
Fernando Luis Reyes
Auburn Leeann Smith
Shaquise Shaveon Sparrow
Leonardo Torres

Secondary Education BS-English Language Arts Education
Lunevie Antoine
Toni-Anc Angella Patricia Garland

Secondary Education BS-Mathematics Education
Monica Marie Allmand
Zachary Ryan Mair

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Secondary Education BS-Science
Education-Chemistry
Robert Lewis Kantz
Morgan Rose Mazur Sifrit

Secondary Education BS-Social Science
Education
Jocelyn Elizabeth Miles
Patrick Ray Williams

Social Science Education BS
Sara S. Taha

Teacher Education BS-Art Education
Amber Marie Estes
Rebecca Lynn Schermpp

Teacher Education BS-Physical
Education
Desiree Jazmin Journet
Kyle Christopher Mauk

Technical Education and Industry
Training BS
Cheryl L. Ham
Vianey Paulina Reid

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Armand Tomas Alvarez
Matthew Joshua Alvarez
Matthew Mahabal Balwant
Ryan William Beck
Pablo Beltran
Jackson Thomas Boyd
Xuehui Chen
Tyler James Clark
Andrew Stephen Corbeil
Tyler James Cudnolhusky
Tyler Bryant Cuervo
Christian James Dudukovich
Mariana Gomez Kusnecov
Geoffrey Alexander Hufford
Christian Jose Jaimes
Imahd Majid Khan
Alexander Charalampos Kyprianou
Mahzain Malik
Elizabeth Maspoch
Alexander Matasa
Alexander Robert McLaughlin
Claudie Milien
Kevin Raj Parisapogu
Christian Spencer Phillips
Jonathon Samuel Ponader
David Mitchell Portz
Mark Johan Poulsen
Iryna Protasova
Daniel Jay Schiff
Jose Rafael Silveti
Connor Josef Smith
Andrew Lane Spooner
Christopher Louis Taliaferro
David Haywood Taylor
Trevor Gram Tosi
Dax Tubach
Marco Harold Sebastien Van Hilst
Pei-Chin Bradley Wang
Christian Stanley Whitted
Jessica Mac Wingert
Joshua Franklin Yandell
Juan P. Zambrano

Ryan Christopher Cabo
Taylor Hawkmoon Capogreco
Jamal Marquise Clark
Ivan Daich
Ian Michael Edwards
Claude Fils Aime
Andrew Christopher Gomes
Rithdana Kyle Lim
David Lopez
Gianni Russell Lotz
Bryan Austin May
Aaron John Lawrence Morgia
Kishan Patel
Sadev Sanjay Patel
Kyle Lee Rabe
John Michael Ruppe
Adrian Manuel Salonga
Brandon Elias Sanchez
Neal Robinson Savant
Jeremy Robert Scott
Karan Mrugesh Shah
Maitreeyee Rakesh Shah
Zamaan Kassim Shaikh
Kyaw S. Thwe
Siam Towhid
Jenny Truong
Alejandro Velasquez
Christopher Monroe Vigna III
Thomas Cary Vila
Cameron Fraser Walsh

** Ming Dong Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE
Maal J. Abuhamid
Thomas Ralph Adams
Wesley Eric Adams
Luis Jose Aybar De los Santos
Micaela Barzallo
Madeline Gregoire Batey
Seth Lance Bennett
* Patrick Garrett Blue
Walter H. Castillo
Kristin Megan Cordell
Gilberto F. Corral
Peter Elliot Davis, Jr.
Dana Elizabeth Driscoll
Nagee Dupleisis
Joseph Calvin Fenlon
Persys Lanhnyan Fernandez-Diaz
Zachary Lee Fitts
Amelia Grace Giannasi
Ana Paula Gil
Ethan Lawrence Grantges
Gavin Charles Grubbs
Tony Xavier Hadatty Estupiñan
Anthony Martin Harper
* Cameron Michael Haulk
Mahmoud Tarek Heda
Elvis Alexander Lopez
Haresh Maharaj
Bailey Laura Martin
Noha Magdy Esmail Mohamed
* Brian Mora
Tung Minh Nguyen
Crystal Uchechi Odoh
Fabio Andres Osorio-Calvache
Benjamin Jesus Pereira
Misael Ignacio Rangel
David Allen Ruis
Demily Ivette Santiago
Edward Joseph Schaffer
Patrick Alexander Siu
Benjamin Hyatt Spaulding
Emmanuel Talledo
Mario Adriani Teixeira, Jr.
Sheldon Brian Vassell
Sebastian Villa
Roshane Levante Walker

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSAsE
Jacob Francis Barkley
James Carter Bell
Shawn Sabu Daniel
Abubakar Abdulaziz Dankano
Wilson Barboza Lima
Lucas Schreiner Lindner
Matthew W. Paruchini
Jalime Vargas
Michael Lee Williams

Information Technology BS
Harold Stiven Amazo
Douglas Steven Andiorio
Shaene Bello
Blander Valentim Broso Rodriguez
Deshawn Eric Brooks

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering

Construction Engineering BSConE
Micaela Barzallo
Branson Alexander Fitzpatrick
Martin Mora, Jr.
Nicole Silva Morell
Benjamin Hyatt Spaulding

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering BSEE
Jacob James Anthony
Brian Arturo Ascencio-Aleman
Annette Barboza
Pier Olivier Belizaire
Nathan John Chong
Nathaniel Stence Dunn
Jordan Churchill Hartly
Melanie Marie Henderson
Daniel Nathan Hobbs
Stephen Akil Hudson
Mackerson Jean
Tristan Joseph MacDonald
Edward Robert Millet, Jr.
Keshav Nelvai
Toluwaoleke Oluwapelumi Olutayo
Nicholas Omoeef Omusi
Jessica Lynn Ondrizek
* Justin Ryan Phelps
** Bonarine Rudolph Ramjas
Louis Liberiato Rondino
* Brett Alexander Ross
Michael Andrew Sedlack
* Andrea Stephanie Tama Guerra
Justin Riley Tuggle
Eric Nelson Velez

Electrical Engineering BSEE-Power and Renewable Energy
Lance David Adler
Simeon Rolando Richards

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering BSIE
Sara Simone Alvarado
Kerim Celeb
David Felipe Corredor Home
Melissa Phi-Khanh Doan
Angel Fernandez
Fabio Alessandro Galizia
Jean-Yannick Hubert Giraud
Becker Howar
Jean B. Joseph
Khadijah Jamie Laurore
Alvaro Heli Meneses
Maria Paula Rodriguez
Felipe Saer
Jad-Alexander Hadi Shalhoub
Madeline Elizabeth Sinclair
Francisco Javier Svec Montoya

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME
Jason Charles Benoit
Raymond Wade Bernier
Scott Arthur Boisseau
Anthony Joseph Canino
Erica Chyr
Julia McKenzie Clark
Dalton Andrew Cone
Rodrigo Duran
Daren Edward Fluty
Anthony Eric Guadalupe
Hunter Dalton Hicks
*** William Douglas Holdren
Oscar Eduardo James Acvedo
Ayhan Selafani Konar
Christopher Renaux Kosan
Jacob Daniel Laird
Mohamed Ali Mansour
Andrew Charter McDyer
Satyam Patel
John Lawrence Pettmann
Damon James Piacitelli
Ceasar Anthony Prado
* John Paul Pritchard
Victor Rodriguez, Jr.
Monica Rojas
Aaron Thomas Santomauro
Luis Eduardo Serna, Jr.
Christian Tabares
Philip Slapoe Tesli

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE
Rimma Arapkina
Andrea Castro
Matthew Joseph Krenek
Daniel Loren Malloy
** James Marshall Moulton
Julian Valentino Petgrave

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders
BA
*** Ashley Marie Aguilar
Katrina Kaye Balekyo
Briana Michelle Barreiros
*** Gabriella M. Bivona
* Karina Luannie Garcia
Monica Felice Gonzalez
Anna Brooke Heffelfbower
Maria Kritikos
Savannah Faye Lessard
Vianka Raquel Lopez
Kimberly Martinez
Noel Grace McMillin
Angie Carmen Polanco
Anisha Diane Singh
Megan Alexandra Withers

Bachelor of Science

Communication Sciences and Disorders
BS
Ashton Marie Armstrong
Kirea Simone-Clay Barnes
Jane Lundberg Birdsong
Cassidy Suzanne Bosch
Celine Lynn Boyd
Tara Lynn Bronson
Shanese I. Campbell
Kayla Marie Costa

** Karen Diaz
Natalie Nicole Dominguez
Hannah Elizabeth Eberz
Lauren Ezekiel
Amani Katiana Fitzgerald
Davianna C. Gordon
Jhaniel Kimberlee Gordon
Jenny Lynn Henley
Dominique Na’shai Jackson
Leana Eumide Jean-Francois
Lauren Julia Kramer
Jasmine Alina Laser
Francisco Giovanni Licona
Alessandra Renee Manzur
Claudine Marcelin
Bailey Marie Mazekza
Nathalie Daniela Nash
Kathryn Alana Nelson
Gabrielle Alexi Nemthard

*** Helena Danielle Nioso
* Gabriella Victoria Oropeza
Claudia Ozores
Jamy Pacheco
Valerie Perez-Poveda
*** Lauren Ashley Perez-Soto
Casey Michelle Perkins
Chantal Monique Quintana
Lillian Rivera Legrand
Cristina Marie Rivera Mendez
Tara Renee Rodgers
*** Nicole Angelica Rodriguez
Sofia Rosado
** Cynthia Faye Sabangan
Anna Nicole Saiger
Andreana Santiago
Aaron Isaac Saunders
* Morgan Ruth Simonds
Karla Michelle Simonet
Haven Jane Smitherman
Desiree Jahaira Trujillo
Haley Elizabeth Walker
*** Jennifer Lynn Weakley
Jessica Denise Weeks
Malik Khambrle Whit
BonnieJean Marie Williams

Health Sciences BS
Valeria Maite Acosta Correa
Kolawole Olubukola Adeshina
* Emily Gisselle Aguilar
Stephanie Jennifer Alcendor
Tannya L. Alicea
Rayven Madison Amehnauer
Suhans Anglade
Rachaelnn Apolinar-Sudol
Mercedes Shaniece Atkins
Ricardo Marin Aviles
Brianna Ellen Bailey
* Sydney Grace Ball
Ioana A. Barbu
Maria Fernanda Barroso
Jadia Bashir
Alex Mackenzie Bass
Tyler Suzanne Beers
Justine Blair
Lauren Elaine Bolander
Bridget Bonnette
Alexa Borrello
Matthew Stephen Boutelle
LaTasia RoChan Bradford
Tomaiah Angel Bradley

Kelly Jean Brake
Aaron Nazario Brion
Tyler Douglas Brodeur
Adam Frank Bruggeman
Christian Peter Bryle
Analucia Cabanillas
Melissa Suzette Calderon
Viviana Maria Calero
Gina Marie Camara
Darjan Cancarevic
Alexandra Martina Capalbo
Katherine Capote
* John J. Caprio
Aslin Esmeraldis Cardona Vélez
Angelica Grace Carneiro
*** Destiny Marie Carroll
Catherine Joanne Castro
Kimberly Theresa Caudell
Maria Fernanda Cedano Romero
Cassandra Myrnelle Chery
Valerie Chery
Susmi Chowdhury
Alexis Louise Cilberto
Deanna Jane Clayton
Bria Alexandria Clemens
Olivia Victoria Colbert
William Anthony Colbert
Christen Marie Cook
Tavazha Alexus Cooper
Tayona Lee Cotton
Destiny Faith Cunningham
Lovely Aumothe Davilmar
Dave Perdel Debidat
Cassandra S. Delve
** Casey Nicole Deming
Cadette Lancy Denerville
Tristan S. Denizard
Kenneth Matthew Donaldson
Menda Dorceus
Chelsea Downer
Rhiana Christina Durant
Erin Taylor Dvoroznak
Jatisha Lane Easterling
* Roshani Dilhara Ekanayake
Ahmed Emad Elsherbeny
* Jennifer Mae Enisor
Sean Daniel Farris
Alexis Shelby Fazio
Christopher Filchita
Imke Thea Folkerts
Frances Victoria Franco
Mike Francois
Eliezer Frias

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Miranda Kalene Frohlich
Carla Arely Garcia
Jocelyna Geneus
Armani Celeste Goodwin
Arielle Rianne Grusky
**Kate Ardelle Gussette
Mirzhan Eiljah Haroon
Sophie Harvey
Jessica Doreen Heath
Andrew Gergis Herzalla
Katie Grace Hendrix
Sara Raeann Herman
Dylan Ray Herzberg
Alesa M. Holmes
Dongyun Huang
Que Ngoc Huynh
Sushmita Divya Jadubans
Nadia Rae Jafir
Alysha Muhammed Jamal
Michelle Jocelyn
Morgan Delaney Jock
Vendela Monet Johnson
Reeba Mariam Joseph
Vanessa Caroline Kady
Richard Raouf Kelada
Shereen Nicole Khadem
Pavanjeet Singh Khalsa
Zohaib Khurshid
Kane Ly Khuu
Jemal Dea Kissoon
**Elizabeth Nicole Laches
Jin Wook Lee
Anthony Renard Little, Jr.
Janice Marie Lopez
Luis Xavier Lopez
Kathleen Yvah Marcelin
Samuel Mariani Baetz
Jubilee Marsden
Alexander Christian Martinez
Nathalie Martinez Betancourt
Razan Leroy Maxson
Andrew John McCauley
Taylor Lyn McHugh
Kelly Wayne McRight
Marissa Anne Menear
Jared Abraham Milbert
Megan Lisette Miller
Tashama Natasha Minnis
Devesh Umit Mirchandani
Mikaela Dominique Missouri
Rachel Marie Morales
Nakai Britney Morrison
Claudia Saad Moussa

Maria Alejandra Munoz
Ashley Sierra Mycz
Elizabeth Nava
Ahmad H. Nawaz
Kevin Tran Nguyen
Michelle Ashley Nieveras
Jose Enrique Nunez Cabrera
Andrea Karla Galisim Pagdanganan
SUMER Lynn Parham
Brandon Eric Parker
Neha B. Patel
Param Mihir Patel
Ryan Geoffrey Peardon
Aleydi C. Perez
Daniel Perez
Raenal Perez-Toribo
Jordan M. Perna
Timothy Scott Peterson
Randy Hoang Pham
Mitchell Ryan Picard
Samantha Melissa Pineda
Joanny Thalia Polanco
Fernanda Isabel Portillo
Sunita Rhea Raghubar
Brianne Iman Ragain
Josh-David Pollicar Ramos
Michelle Rakha Ramrup
Kamani Hadiya Rascoe
Melissa M. Real
Jacob Wesley Reynolds
Amber Leianne Ridenour
Jasmine Rivera
Jamal Malique Roache
Weyda Giovananna Roberts
Reagan Renee Robins
Hataitaya Ellen Rohan
Eani LaShai Rose
Daia Renee Rufus
Christopher Robert Ruiz
Malene Christina Saaby
*Jean J. Saint Louis
Megha Saluja
*Jamie Theresa Sammarco
Sebastian Sanchez
Channy I. Sanchez Jimenez
Kevin Alexander Sanchez Jimenez
Andrea Santiago
Juan Carlos Santiago Trinidad
Arthur Junqueira Braga Dos Santos
Dominic Espina Santos
Mariah Alicia Santos
Brooke Nicole Schiekmann
Anika Bharat Sedani

Bea Margarita Flores Serrano
Ahmed Ali Shaikh
Robert William Sheehan
Ryan Shepherd
Erica Lauren Shives
Malikh Leul Shrouder
*Amardeep Singh
Austin Richard Snowden
Pamela Soto
Alexandra Jean Stavros
*Alexander David Stuart
Jordan Danielle Summerfield
Mark Karemeena Tanios
Minahil Khan Tareen
Tia Alexis Taylor
Joshua Sounhox Te
Ariona Charmaine Thomas
Peter Phuong Tong
*Jean Marie Traitz
*Lyne Tran
Jennifer My Truong
Autumn Rae Tusserg
Chukwuebuka George Ubochi
Brittany Elizabeth Urie
Hayley Kate Van Ness
Samantha Vargas
Julia Velazquez
Laura Villasante-Ramos
Chelsea Alexa Walden
Irene Christian Wang
**Hannah Lynn Watke
Keeana Alexis White
Augustus S. Williams
Connor John Wright
Noor Nabeel Yousef
Benny Zhang

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching

David John Baginski
Christopher Alan Copeland
Jacob Matthew Demmon
Anna Elizabeth Edkins
Tyler James Forand
Nathan Park Maddox
James Dominick Mattingly
Garrett Michael Niemold
Melvin Divaniti Rivers
Damien Phillip Sellers
Ivan Maurice Summers II
Jordan Wilson

***denotes Summa Cum Laude
**denotes Magna Cum Laude
*denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Sport and Exercise Science B.S.-Human Performance
Brittany Abate
Paul Addison Ackley
Heidi Pastor Aledo
Juliette Enid Andiarena
Brandy LynneArriesta
Joel Vaitafe Aumakua
Timothy William Baker
Yeny Murillo Bannon
Jamal Augusto Baptista
Katherine Wilschke Bejlovec
Savannah J. Blake
Rianna Cymone Bledsoe
Anna Eleanor Boogher
*Lindsay Marie Boynton
Daniel Theodore Burgoyne
Jaime James Bustos
Marcos Anibal Carrasquillo
Selena Stephanie Carriel
Morgan Tailor Chima
Milany Melissa Cosmelli
Marilyn Margaret Davis
Tyrail Sivyon Davis
*Emily Anne Eiler
Jonathan Christopher Erazo
Sidney Chase Ferrell
Rafaela Leilani Ferretti
Jeff Flerimond
Alexis Tianna Francois
Makenzie R. Fulton
Ashton Victoria Furnas
Mario Gallo
Mariah Aliya Ganga
Joshua Brett Garick
Kaylah Bre’Ann Gayle
Andres Gonzalez
Nicholas Mark Guidetti
Madison Gunst
Morgan Alexandra Hall
Alec Henbury
Robert Tyler Hendrickson
Anaika Nicole Hidalgo
Parker Teryl Hiday
Kaia Rae Higginbotham
Micaela Ann Hitte
Danielle Nicole Hoffelder
Geraldine Theranna Jeannot
Terreon Malik Johnson
Steve Mahliique Joseph, Jr.
Adam Michael Kelker
Gregory Lashley
Ymani Deshea Latty
Jordan Alexander Lockamy
Olivia Anne Long
Nikolas Lyons
Shane Michael Madeya
Erika Jalonda Martin
Jessica Mendez
Timothy Francis Meyers
Samuel Andre Michaels
Morgan Brittany Milam
Christian Thomas Miller
Alaina Nicole Mondik Fortin
Jhony Orlando Moros Archila
Madison Audrey Murnin
Esther Ngo Nguyen
Genevieve Alexandra Parm
Ariel Jose Perez
Brandon Joseph Rech
Sydney Erin Reimer
Monique Ribeiro
Brett Austin Richard
Erick R. Rios
Dalton Russell Rivas
Brittany Nichole Rodriguez
Dalissa Lynn Rojas
Evan Michael Rudd
Evan Charles Sargent
Whitney Robin Schaefer
Blaird Michael Segura
Marlo Apoian Spaulding
Hannah Marie Stevens
Sierra Arielle Tate
Caitlin Ashley Thompson
Natalya Tirado
Khoa-Nguyen Phu Van
Camila Sofia Velez
Francis Zachary Wawrzyniak
Nulie Xavier

Jennifer Nicole Hewes
Milea M. Journet Beltran
Emiley April Kleinfeld
Pina Elena Lagiorgia
Jeanette Lugo
Tessa Elizabeth Mason
Mayra Natalia Nieves Marquez
Sherriane Anika Rowe
Raquel Alexis Santana
Hannah Santiago
Elizabeth Theresa Sciotto
Malkia Ashanyt Slack
Jennifer Sparks
Nicole Diedre Thomas
Rachel Victoria Trice
Khalil Roshawn Virgo
Stephanie Kristen Vuori

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW
Megan Judith Bucklen
Tiffany Karine Caballero
Matty Collie Chiang
*Isabelle Sophia Clerger
Samantha Ann Conrad
Katrina Leigh Eskdale
Deidra Michelle Harris
Bernadette Haub
Maria Henriquez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS

Reniece Jhannelle Baker
Anas Belharsa
Katherine Elizabeth Braley
Andres Alberto Brito
Danielle Elizabeth Brodsky
Britney Huana Brown
Alison Marie Carameros
Maria Fernanda Cedano Romero
Kayla Sundara Chowdhury
Ryan Jacob Cole
Nathan Harley Cook
* Lilithbeth Cruz Lozada
  Bryan Demosthenes
  Tonya Renee' Drummond
  Erika Patrice Jniever Elder
  Asmaa S. Elmani
  Graham Rowland Eyeington
  Peter Safwat Farag
  Daniel Luke Farraye
  Nafoes Fatima-Hashani
  Jaylene Joanne Figueroa
  Njeri Dyani Foster
  Christian Karin Funes
  Erik Gaitan
  Andrei Cristian Gheorghe
  Tristan Nicole Guelpa
  Haaseb Alridha Habibi
  Hassan Haidar
  Alana Madison Hall
  Anika Sherin Haque
  Adrian Hernandez
  Luisa Fernanda Herrera Del Campillo
  Noshin Ibnat
  Jenni Quynh Thien Jagers
  Jonadab Jaramillo
  Jannette Katherine Jimenez
  Melody Jimenez
  Perla M. Jimenez Herrera
  Merry Shea Johnson
  Tyshana Lashell Johnson
  Catherine Grace Johnston
  Nicholas Charles Kayanek
  Samantha Lee
  Lorraine Lopez Rosa
  Brittany Nicole Lucas
  Sarah Mahammeden
  Vasily Vladimirovich Maltsev
  Santiago Martinez
  Ty Joseph Merry
  Nina Elizabeth Musgrove
  Ebraheem Saleh Naser
  Ron Nelson
  Gabrielle Ortiz
  Augusto Alberto Ortiz Rivera
  Shivang Sanjiv Patel
  Rachel Alexa Pena
  Latrevious Kinard Perry
  Jacqueline Anna Philord
  Jeremy Panililo Piacente
  Akayla Shanelle Reynolds
  Sarnya Anine Risselin
  Alyssa Mari Rodriguez
  Julia Ellen Ryan
  Shannon Lee Ryder
  Ashlyn Marie Sanchez
  Arthur Junqueira Braga Dos Santos
  Maria Karla Sentmanat
  Chad Cecil Simpson
  Resha Sookhai
  Tomlinson Oswald Spencer, Jr.
  Shelby Rose Standish
  Jay S. Swami
  Claire Ashley Tolland
  Dinah Trabulsi
  Elizabeth Urena
  Elaina Marie Valencia
  Alejandra Velasquez Perez
  Alexander Joseph Viscusi
  Anna Mireia Ward
  Diamond Renee Watkins
  LeAnh Pham Yoakum
  Sabrina Yu-Alfonzo
  Maria Camila Zabala
  Vanessa Michelle Zapata
  Victoria Elizabeth Zarbo

Biomedical Sciences BS-Neuroscience

Emiel Tavon Stewart

Biotechnology BS

Rimmie Riley Crays
Xavier Osvaldo Hernandez
Ahmad H. Nawaz
Andrew John Rule Wilson

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS

Yandery Vera Oliveras

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

**Bachelor of Science in Nursing**

**Nursing Generic BSN**

Megan Marie Akimenko  
Taneil Tisanya Allen  
Anna Kelly Allred  
Megan Ann Argento  
Bridget Adeline Asevedo  
Ashley Pryanta Badal  
Bonnie Alyssa Bailey  
Khadijah A. Bailey  
Avory Rachel Baker  
* Eric Matthew Baker  
*** Marie Sarah Chloe Banothu  
Tyler Sean Barrett  
Florence Camilla Bates  
Celine Noelle Bautista  
Richard M. Baxter  
Alexandria Megan Beaudet  
Andrew Gamaliel Bedaure  
Kyle Andrew Belusca  
Nicole Ashley Bengel  
Pamela Lagramada Bermejo  
Etamar Bordoley  
** Jennifer Ruth Bowman  
Cristina Elena Collazo Brossard  
Morgan Leean Brummit  
Brea Elizabeth Burkett  
Abbigayle Nicole Burris  
Brittany Denise Caldwell  
Teresa Maria Carter  
Jennifer A. Castillo  
Geno Subere Castro  
Tiffany Renee Cawyer  
Arthur Huaithai Cheng  
Mansi Choki  
Patrick David Collins  
Jennifer Lynn Conaway  
Makayla Dawn Cooney  
Chad Brandon Covert  
Joshua Paul Crawhorn  
Thomas Michael Deck  
Erin Michelle Degler  
Savion Raphael Dickerson  
Austin Jay Dibrow  
Desiree Lydia dos Anjos  
Hannah Nichole Ervin  
** Christopher Evans  
Nancy Margaret Farmer  
Jacqueline Marie Fenton  
Rachael Marie Ferrini  
Elizabeth Gabrielle Fox  
Sarah Donovan Frank  
Joelle Christina Frett  
Kuo Chao Fwa Ngure  
** Jasmine Alexis Garcia  
Tyler Mark Gillespie  
Karissa Gonzalez  
Taina Marie Gonzalez-Ferrer  
Sarah Mae Griffin  
Summer Leigh Hamadeh  
Nicholas Alan Hamor  
Adam Stephen Harlow  
Blake Mackenzie Harris  
Emily N. Harris  
Laura Isabel Herbas Daviglus  
Kristina Arum Heskett  
Sage Kirsten Higginbotham  
Alexis Raquel Hollingsworth  
Brittany Morgan Hope  
** Kristin Marie Hunter  
Shannon Ashley Hutchies  
Roop Kapadia  
Jessica Catherine Kerins  
Kailey Anne Kubisch  
Kelli Samantha Kurtz  
Anne Christelle Larose  
Joshua Dean LaWarre  
Rosann Marie Lewis  
Emmanuel Lima  
Jocelyn Rose Lima  
Elizabeth Ann Logan  
Kimberly Lopez  
Alison Jane French Lombard  
Amber Casey Magee  
* Grace Nicole Magellof  
Jared Frank Makatrua  
Courtney Amelia McBride  
Caitlin McDonald  
Kelly M. McGovern  
*** Brittany Elizabeth McNally  
Tatiana Merchant  
Samantha Louise Meyer  
Jodi Lynn Modica  
Katherine Anne Montes  
** Caroline Elizabeth Montz  
* Collin Tyler Moos  
Kimberley Renee Morgan  
Brandy Lynn Morrissey  
* Emma Clare Nalepa  
Bich-Ngoc Thi Nguyen  
* Elizabeth Jean Nielsen  
Lucero Nieves  
Elizabeth Helen O’Leary  
Daniel Oliva  
* Alyssa Marie Olive  
Jessica Lynn Orzechowski  
* Brittany Nicole Pappas  
Casey Cheri Paris  
Susan Roberts Paterno  
* Nathalie Liz Perez  
Satyavati Persaud  
** Naomi Danielle Pierre  
Tralvia Lucille Pinero  
Kaley Ann Pinner  
Jerilyn Ann Pollock  
Amanda Yael Portillo  
Jesycia Marie Ramirez  
Timothy James Restuccia  
Diana Riguasso  
Karina V. Rivadeneira  
Stephanie Ivelisse Rivera Hernandez  
Kristi Madilyn Roberts  
* Megan Nicole Romaneli  
Lisa Aida Romeo  
* Alicia Michelle Roy  
Melissa Saint-Lot  
Jaqueline Salmeron  
** Melissa Lilianne Sanfilippo  
Stephanie Marie Scherrer  
Euniqua Naphiza Semple  
Chelsie Michele Kathleen Silavent  
Nathalie Yasmin Singh  
Shayna Elizabeth Solomon  
* Mackenzie Taylor Soughers  
Robert Holwood Stanley  
Carley Marie Stinchcomb  
Morgan Rose Timmons  
Hope Daniel Tomanlin  
Trung Thanh Tran  
* Kevin Mark Tsui-A-Sue  
Brittany Elizabeth Uhlik  
Ariel Delaney Van Winkle  
Mia Celine Vargo  
Brandi Ann Walker  
* Sidney Elizabeth Warthling  
Ashlee Jena Weber  
Ember-Leigh Wells  
Ivy Ann West  
Victoria Kristian White  
Nicole Lynn Wilander  
Brooke Chambless Wilson  
Samantha Ann Woodville  
Jiajing Zheng  
Guangyin Zhou

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Nursing RN BSN
Thalita Lopes Adkins
April Lee Andrus
Angela Estella Atuesta
Kike Itohan Aurelus
Jennah Suzuko Avery
Alexandra Marie Barre
Samantha Taylor Barrett
Caitlin Nicole Bass
Kelsi S. Batrous
Melissa Aubert Beall
Aimelys Mari Berrios
Marissa Nicole Betler
Michael Anthony Bigi
Sarah Nicole Boone
Brittany Anne Boothe
Ashley Rae Brackett
Holly Boris Brinkley
Margaret Elaine Britt
Joshua Christopher Budny
Joni Patricia Burgie
Angela Mariela Butzbaum
Hazel Jannelle Canete
Emily Ann Carino
Lindsey Taylor Carroll
Nalimie Chajjalall
Lee Michael Chapon
Briana Jada Cherbulis
Rachel Ann Clark
Maria Bernander Cleville
Shelby Ryan Cobb
Brigitte Danielle Colley
Lindsay Daurice Connors
Jamie Marie Contario
Fawn Ashley Creamer
Alicia Erin Critcher
Jose Manuel Cruz
Natasha Marie Cubero Santiago
Ashley Joy Daniel
Carena Davis
Devra Chyann Davis
Gemma Elizabeth Deighton
Tertusha Mytho Dessources
Marie D. Destin
Jonathan Dunham Diaz
 Meylin Diaz
Eileen Cecelia Dina
Zanah Pecora Dixon
Maryann Patricia Dool
Antoinette Monica Dunwell
Karloff Henry Dupoux
Nicole Carol Dupree
Monika Rosalie Edens
Britanny Nicole Edwards
Stephanie Gieele Elias
Erica Escamilla
Amanda Esquen
Kaly Cyle Fizer
Karina Devonie Francis
Kristen Renee Francis
Lisa Anne Friddle
Anna Maria Fuller
Dina Mariede Garcia
Justine Amanda Garcia
Shirley Garcia
Gail Marie Gauer
Lydia Ruth Gillis
Jennifer Drago Gleason
Jeanelle Renee Glevis
Abigail Gonzalez
Raul Dorian Gonzalez
Amanda Elizabeth Gray
Caitlyn Elizabeth Gumbel
Darby Leann Guyton
Rachel Brooke Hadala
Kaleigh Hecht
Benjamin Keith Hodges
Courtney Michelle Howell
Nicholas Drago Hugel
Lydia Michelle Hugel
Isis Tiffany John
Julie Jordan
Claudine Joseph
Carl David Klock
Christina Brief Klock
David Charles Knapp
Briennn Kristine Kosiba
Lydia Nicole Land
Stephanie Lebron Figueroa
Caroline Aubrey Lewis
Robin Dallasia Elizabeth Lucas
Brandon Joseph Manasa
Lauren Collins Manuel
Tiffany Anisse Martinez
Crystal Marie Matteucci
Erin Delaney McCoy
Jennifer Lauren McDowell
Megan McCary Meacham
Natasha Danielle Medor
Ruth Jasmin Medrano
Amanda Nicole Mero
Tanya Renee Merritt
Danielle DuPriest Mirisola
Melisa Malazarte Morgan
Robin Ann Moyer
Esther Feldkamp Newton
Juan Fernando Pacheco
Brandy Marie Parker
Eliana Beth Parker
Jenni Leigh Pascual
Mariessa Lauren Pastick
Sarah Perez
Lizmary Perez-Arce
Micheline Petrosky
Nathalia Catalina Plazas
Melissa Poon
Cassie Eva Rose Potzka
Robert Lee Reaves
Matthew Lawrence Rehm
Anthonia Dionne Rich

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

42
College of Optics and Photonics

*Bachelor of Science in Photonics Science and Engineering*

*Photonic Science and Engineering BS*

Bailey Dylan Duryea
Nicholas Ward Harris
Remi Nicholas Prendergast

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
Bradley Joseph Ballew
Anne Marie Buschman
Gabriella Correa-Nieves
De'Shawn Devonne Dandridge
Carolyn Victoria Dingley
Celtia Fabiana Guanella
Millisa Jacquelyn Taylor Keith
Nicole Rylie Martinez
Megan Hope Miller
Kyle Michael Santillo
Iman Beyyoudh Scott
Melanie Valentina Silva
London Nicole Walker

Anthropology BA
Estefania Maria Barberena
Samuel Edward Bass
Jonathan Anibal Casado
Stephany Paula Cortese
Misty Ann Davis
Craig Bradley Deeb
Tatiana Marie Diaz
Tamika Starlyte Duplicantis
Morgan Elliott
Cameron Renee Fasano
Garrett Richard Ferrara
Michael James Gindlesberger
Michelle Diane Labbe
Louis Lloyd Lavoie
Amanda Oliveira Lima
* Gabriela Miriam Mansour
Naudia Nicole McDaniel
Barbara Kathleen McKee
Kiara Marie Negron-Valero
Christopher Kane Oliver
Teppi Perry
Raquel Elizabeth Petersen
Bernice Alice Robinson
** Valeria Soliman
Glenda Maria Vaillant Cruz
Natalie Adele Whitaker

Communication and Conflict BA
Jennifer Lynn Ambrosi
Philesa Antonia Bennett
Garrett William Borns
Kyra Marie Clayton
Raven Lake Forest
Edgar Rafael Garcia, Jr.
Ryan Patrick Horan
Anthony Michael Huston
Destiny Kaufman
Victoria Ann King
Victoria Ann Korthuis
Valdemar Leal, Jr.
Maggie Elizabeth May
Sophia L. Murillo
Amer Nyrbeah
Iraklis Papadopoulos
Jessica Lynn Pratt
Hanna Gayle Sekenski
Jacob Paul Stimmell
Nicholas Benjamin Wolk
** Leah Maria Yamin

Human Communication BA
Rudy Acosta Rios
*** Victoria Elizabeth Anderson
Christianita Ayong-Chee
Cherish Nabatanzu Bemba-Kaye
Wendy Marie Bernard
Clarissa Berrios
Brooke Autum Bonner
Monica Marie Boomhower
Amy Bourgoine
Bailey Shannon Cain
Marissa Starr Carpenito
Victoria Catherine Choo
Chelsey-Marie Clarke
Frederick Deangelo Cox, Jr.
Immanuelle Craan
Raquel Lyn Crismont
Kelley Lynn Duiker
Rafaela Del Solar
Leisha Marie Diaz
Carrie Lee Dudley
John Thomas Eastman
Elias Michael Eddy
Caroline Elyse Eurton
Dharmonitha Daverose Evra
Mounique Figueroa
Christina Lori Fleming
Kena Le'Andra Fuse
Karina Lynn Gonzalez
Collin Malik Graham
Corey Mariah Gruszka
Kaysee Elizabeth Guffey
Christopher Edward Hart
Gared Hassel
Justine Marie Heavenridge
Brenda Lee Hiers
Arielle Morgan Howk
Ederson Joseph
Justin Claude Joseph
Timara Shauntel Judkins
Kara Anne Kennedy
Caleigh Morgan King
Andrew Paul Kleinman
Katelyn Anne Kramek
Melissa Marie Lacroix
Gabriela Leal
Alexa Michelle LeFerts
Emma Marie Lombardi
Tatiana Mary Mack
Natalie Grace Malikiewicz
Enoch Martimer
Matthew Charles Martinez
* Austin Lanarvus McDaniels
Emily Isabelle McLaughlin
Lauren Magdallene Mitchell
Ashley Marie Montalvo
Annette Raquel Montgomery
Susana Moreno
* Nicholas Timothy Moy
Ronald Nedda Mwanga
Victoria Louise Nilbrink
Alexander Rutherford Ortega
Dominic Peter Palermo
Ebony Rose Poc
Sophie Amy Pratt
Berlin Regisima
Giancarlo Rivera
David Benjamin Rosenberg
Ashlee Imani Tahdj Sawyer
Maggie Marie Shoemaker
Brianna Collin Smith
Cameron Brooke Smith
Maria Paula Sojo
Kevin Ariel Valencia
Janae Nicole Washington
Anthony Jessie Williams
Eleanor Newhall Wilson
Mitchell W. Wolk
Emily Rose Zanini
Leanna Zelaya

Human Communication BA-Health Communication
Diara Kamargie Vega

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

International and Global Studies BA
Ely Mayela Almendarez
Sarah Parente Brasil
* Nadine Rachel Dobb
Danielle Vanessa Fallin
Alexa Raquel Goldstein
Reagan Marie Joseph
Laurendjino Patrice Laurent
** Esthermary Mendez Miranda
Alanie Mendoza
Angela June Moretto
*** Paula Andrea Moya
Jessica Anne Rosborough

Journalism BA
Jacob Anthony Galvin
Megan Nicole Turner

Journalism BA-Electronic Journalism
Christina Nicole Diaz
Dylan Colby Lyons
Sophia Nicole Mackrides
Zachary Arthur Winiecki

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism
Melanie Ararat
Abigail Ruth Brashear

Political Science BA
Asahi Ray Nitta
Glenn Thomas Sundin II

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy
Cecilio Manuel Almonte
Josafat Antonio Alvarez
Lawrence Michael Berggren
Carley Danielle Broome
Jabez Kyle Coggan IV
Elliana Dix
Jordan Weithman Eads
Preston Howland Fletcher
Joshua Louis Holbrook
Danya Hussain
Jason Henry Kleinberger
Diego Andres Pinzon
Andrew Nelson Timko
Chase William Woodburn

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics
Jacobi Isaiah Bedenfield
Mishka Yolanda alexis Brice
Bernice Cabral
Kevin Mauricio Calderon Jimenez
Ryan Michael Callahan
Karolina Justina Dubauskas
Adam Atif Fareed
Jessica Morgan Fortner
Jared Brax Gilbreath
Jeremiah-Luke Jorge Gonzales
Jessica Nicole Hancock
Christopher Lee Herron
* Collin Joseph Kazazis
Adam Osman Khan
John Edward Learn
Alissa Taamuja Mahadeo
Bradley Alex Mendolla
Austin Christopher Miceli
Trevor Brandon Norell
Elianny Ojeda
Helen Paulino
Andrea Estefania Perez
Caitlin Nicole Radin
Madison Leigh Redington
Benjamin Lawrence Roberts
Allison Noelle Rodgers
Christina Noel Turngren
Valentina Velasquez
Joy Lynn Votobek

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prewal
Andrew Manuel Abreu
Geraldo Gabriel Atiles
Mara Jade Bobay
Sadie Georgina Braxton
Bret L. Colucci, Jr.
Connor M. deFreese
John Peter Dominici
Domenick Feliciano Gusconci
* Kayla Sierra Goldfarb
Donald Matthew Hasenbank
Edgar Alex Hernandez
Makayla Anne Hines
Robert James Larkin III
Dean Frederick Santos Maandig
Ariana Julieta Melo Mojica
Destiny O'Neill
Sarah Christine Scherner
Logan Samuel Spina
Tristan Nicole Turner
John Levon Vatian
Joseph Edward Youngs

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist
Leopoldo Emilio Gonzalez
Brittany Nicole White

Radio-Television BA-Media Management and Operations
Alexesia Ja'El Hatcher
Valentina Viecco

Radio-Television BA-Production
** Zachary Nicholas Anderson-Jew
Christian Elijah Demuth
Marklyne Pauline Joachim
Axel Juarez
Jesse Morgado
Shelby Ann Speer

Sociology BA
Timothy S. Allen, Sr.
Madison Lee Bowman
Davina Frances Caldwell
Cynthia Jean Cianchini
Heidi Kesley Garcia
Renaldo Antoine Horn
Shaila Jeffress
Jessica La'trice Keyton
Clara Louise Kirkland
Tareek Nathaniel Leonard
Gabriella Ospina
Jaquasia Clark-Bolden Paulino
Genevieve Manon Puchall
Rebeka Rocco
Alexis Rodriguez
Brittani Lynn Salisbury-Welch
Austin Paul Siggins
David Logan Stonebraker
Jeremy Laurent Van Cise

Bachelor of Science

Biology BS
Alejandra Maria Aristizabal
Adriana Georgina Bello
Jennifer Tiare Bouchenot
Brendan Lee Brock
Jordan Cornelius Brown

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Alexandra S. Cabezas
Erica Elaine Cannon
Katherine Capote
Matthew John Cardish
Caitlin Marie Carpenter
Diane Celestin
Sara Lynn Davidson
Lisa Marie Godee
Dylan Lester Grubb
* Katlin Marie Hencak
Alyssa Louise Lambert
Brandon Michael Lee
Alana Jean Miccolis
Raevn Raenee Mills
Alexis Ann Moff
Shiela Morales
Shelby Ann Moss
Laney Catherine Palmquist
Jeneva Perez
Cory Alta Jane Riley
Andrea Rocha
Kylie Taylor Rosenberg
Nicole Estefania Santana
Miriam Selene Santiago
Timothy Lee Tran
Megan Nicole Turner
Devin Cheyenne Vargo
Irene Christian Wang
Jasmine Kenya Williams
Hatice Yildirim-Alicea

*Biology BS-Ecology, Evolutionary and Conservation Biology
Raeleen Summer Dalton
Felicia Xuna Gordan

Biology BS-General Biology
Mary Elizabeth Allen
Daniele Marie Baldwin
Paola Alexandra Blandon
** Hanna Katherine Boehm
Emily Hannah Booth
Grace Melisa Burkett
Dakota Lee Carrera
Rachel Nicole Curry
Hayden Jay Denton
* Yanels Alicia Diaz
Autumn Nicole Edwards
Jaylene Joanne Fiqueroa
Njeri Dyani Foster
Liana Nicole Froyan
Suzanne Nicole Guzzo

Erin Louise Johnson
Lathamra Lise Jonassaint
Shahzaib Khan
Makenzie Carreiro Kobernat
Kenneth Benjamin Lilley
Marissa Ayana Motilal
Carol Nguyen
Kyra Nicole Paris
Wathmie Chamindie Pelendagama
Arachchige
Taylor Hopeelyn Powers
Allaa Ramadan-Dakkouri
Eric Benjamin Ramirez
Rider Herbert Ridgeway
Kiara Michelle Rivera
Rayner Jace Seavey
Julie Ann Sharpe
Susanna Josephine Smith
Reyanna Tomicka Lucinda St. Juste
David Alberto Surio

*Biology BS-Marine and Aquatic Biology
Jessica Suzanne Phagan

*Biology BS-Plant Sciences
Daniel Anthony Menendez

*Biology BS-Pre-Health Professional Biology
* Jesse Tyler Crosno
Marisa Rachel Guralnick
Juan Marcos Matos, Jr.
Jonaiza Liz Negron
David Canh Phan
Melissa L. Smith
Fenihsa Xiomara Walters

*Biology BS-Zoology and Pre-Veterinarian Science
Aaron Anthony Gavin
Marian Elizabeth Price
Tucker John Stern
* Robert Arnold Stottlemeyer III
Nicholas Ross Vaughn

Chemistry BS
Grant Teed Biehler
Mark Gaspich
Erik David Kelsey
Steve Lloyd Lindsay
Shannon Danica Prendergast
Jesse Phakhanvx Vongnaraj, Sr.

Mathew Holt Way
Hatice Yildirim-Alicea

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry
* Braxton Ty Lowers
Fernando Vicente Marquez
Yen Hung Ta
Carolina Lynette Torres

Forensic Science BS-Analysis
Nicholas Carl Andersen
Courtney Lee Bayne
Shannon Samantha Edwards
Linsi Megan Greenberg
Michael J. Markley
Matthew Thomas Myers

Forensic Science BS-Biochemistry
Samantha Hilanche Batteh
Abyraa Lucretia Lystra Fergus
Elizabeth Nicole Rose
Joozee Cal Wassman
Bethany Danielle Wisniewski

Forensic Science BS-Chemistry
Lillian Brooke Bethel
Peter William Negron

Mathematics BS-General Concentration
Nykyle Anthony Gooden Peters
James Edward Krueger
Jesse James Randall

Physics BS-Astronomy
Nicholas Anthony Brunston
Michael Scott Fraser
Jesse James Randall

Physics BS-Materials
Michael Andrew Sedlack

Psychology BS
Wesley Alberto Abrego
Alyssa Marie Agnew
Jessica Jill Aldridge
Nafeezu Ali
Deborah Jade Amburgey
Mathias Ren Andersen
Ashlyne Lynn Angervil
Chazity Liana Arce
Fernanda Avila Da Silva

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Sarah F. Ayoub
Lucy Edith Baca
Shauna Lynn Ballard
Eliah James Barnes
Jose Augusto Barrientos
Bianca Joelle Baskins
Alexandra Bautista
Emily Aileen Bernstein

** Kiersten Alyce Bertsch
Maddison Leigh Bessette
Alex A. Blake
Amanda Nicole Borimonoff
Abigail Nicole Bottorf
Amanda Bourguignon
Katherine Elizabeth Brandli
Ashley Rae Brandon
Sydney Lauren Brandon
Adam Broomfield
Alexandria Danielle Brown
Danishia Jania Brown
Regina Chamarra Brown
Ashley Nicole Bryant
Shayna Arielle Cadogan
Eliza Francesca Cano-Guerrero

** Genna Carr
Brennon Li-Shen Chen
Jessica Lynn Clay
Meghan Clnard
Jessica Lynn Coffield
Ann Beth Cohn
Elizabeth Ann Collins
Lyric Shanese Cooper
Emilee Jo Cordero
Xavier Alexander Cruz, Jr.
Zachary Thomas Cuenca
Alexandria Juliet Davis
Lucia Sara Delgado
Demie Frances Donate
James Newstubb Dubrey

** Swanece Julia Duran
Marissa Raven Dyer
Nathaniel Wesley Elkins
Kalib Jeramy Ervin
Robert Henry Esford
Charlene Felix
Damian Matthew Figueroa
Erin Bailey Filipponi
Shiley Mariah Finneman
Taliyah Jakivia Fleming
Elise Marie Pilapil Fousce
Mary Joan Francois
Samantha French
Margaret Michelle Gavrilova

** Carolina Martha Geiman
Janee Monique Gibson
Natalia Gil
Sarah Elizabeth Graff
Alex John Graham
Bre'Janna Lashee Green

*** Michaela Rose Hagerty-Koller
Rachel Alexandra Hamilton
Jonathan Josiah Hanley
Sarah Helene Hansen
Tyresius Desean Henderson
Zachary David Henry
Martha Patricia Hercules
Byron Alexis Hernandez
Melissa Hewes
Johanna Esther Hidalgo
Tiffanie Michelle Hidle
Tina Bao Ho
Alyssa Richelle Holloway
Max David Horenstein
Kristopher Samuel Houch
Thomas James Howard III
Megan Nicole Hudak
Caitlyn Patti Hutton
Jeremy David Ivy
Taylor Jahnke
Kimberly Sophie Janssen
Laura Melissa Jimenez
Leandra Melissa Jimenez
Shay Leanne Jochumsen

** Shanda Lyann Johnes
Marius Aiden Johnson
Shanice Amaryllis Johnson
Jordan Cherise Jones
Avamaries Cecelia Juhasz

** Melanie Franz Jurgensen
Catarina Elizabeth Kaltenhauser
Lauren Marie Katurakes
Nathan James Kelsey
Tasha Shennell King
Thomas Andrew Kirkpatrick
Haley Jean Kopshina
Sherrie Lee Krupa
Nadia Kristina Kumar
Dalila Laaribi
Maynard Jason Laguerre
Octavis Rickshana Lampkin
Monica Hong Le
Changui Lee
Sarah Elizabeth Megan Leonard
Patricia Maria Lopez
Victoria Dolores Lopez
Angela Rose Lucas

Andrea Soiange Maceira
Tammy Madero
Emily Barrientos Mancera
Jasmine Kaur Mangat
Madison Michelle Mankowski
Angelina Martinez
Nicole Matta Matta
Henry Patrick McGrory
Mildred Tatiana Melgar
Melissa Joy Merkley
Soraya Michele Milorin
Stephanie Miranda
Patrick Chase Monahan
Morgan Elizabeth Montel
Ines Altgracia Montes
Trinette Zakya Monticieux
Stephanie Mora
Cynthia Antoinette Morales
Amanda Marie Muniz
Noah Thomas Murphy
Amna Nadeem
Krystina Anne Nealon
Anh Huynh Nguyen
McKenzy Nicolas
Cristina Priscila Ormeno
Christina Young Pak
Alexandra Elizabeth Parker
Laura Elizabeth Patte
Isabelle Perez Santos
Kaitlyn Barbara Perry
Davong David Phrathep
Brianna Marie Pietraz
Lydia Elizabeth Pittman
Donna Popescu-Jordan
Kristin Elizabeth Reihler
Kayley Michelle Renner
Diarylim Reyes
Joseph Charles Richardson, Jr.
Ciara Marie Robinson
Brittany Nichole Rodriguez
Samantha Tyler Rodriguez
Danay Alondra Roldan
Kelsey Ann Rosenbauer
Liliana Marie Rubrecht
Mariagrassia Sandoval

*** Coralyss Santiago Santiago
Sabrina Cecilia Santopolo
Angela Nicole Sasser
Jenna Dawn Schepers

*** Donald Francis Schmidt, Jr.
Madison Paige Schwartz
Kamilah Shabazz
Morgan Shanahan

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Pamela Yvette Shaw
Sharda Venicce Shouts
Victoria Sabrina Simon
Tiffany Anne Singh
Lauren Ashley Singleton
Malkia Ashanty Slack
Susanna Josephine Smith
Jasmine Ann Soto
Hannah Marie Spanos
Maya Tatiana Spivey
Reyanna Tomicka Lucinda St Juste
Nicole Pauline Staff
Kaitlyn Ianna Storch
Crishtine Anjilita Sundar
Sara Theresa Taras
Patrick George Tawil

* Lisa Marie Taylor
Lhaureth Samantha Tellini
Christina Maria Thiebauth
Jodi Amber Annetta Thomas
Mariellsa Acevedo Tramel
Rachel Marie Trepanier
Emma Mary Tukdarian
Manuela Uribe Garcia
Kathleen Grace Lynn Vahey
Megan Elizabeth Vaught
Carla Vilton
Daline Vincent
Nicholas Michael Volence
Dallas James Watson
Melissa Loren Webster
Nicole Elizabeth Weissman
Ryan Moxley Wohlers
Paige Elizabeth Wright
Megan Erin Wynne
Alexandra Young

** Psychology BS-Clinical Psychology
Stephanie Michelle Abel
Salma Aboutfaraj
Gerardo Enrique Machuca Almonte
Ajisha Alwin
Giovanni Alexander Attie
Ciera Faith Banks
Jomai Abigail Soriano Banzon
Ashley Nicole Bauder
Azya Lea Benjamin

*** Darla Stephanie Billington
Morgan Olivia Blair
Erin Danielle Bodie
* Morgan Elizabeth Burke
Elexis Marie Capriotti

Janeyesi Elena Castillo
Kathryn Marie Chinchor
Angela Burine Clark
Savannah Grace Crawford
Nefli territory Delgado-Hernandez
Valerie Lizeth Deno-Alvarez
Deanna Shakira DeVuaghn
Ivyory Danielle Diehl
* Stephanie M. Durham
Ryan Ignatius Elko
Jessica J. Faddoul
Trina Marie Finelli
Christine Elizabeth Forquer
Selena Althea Fowler
Damian Gonzalez-Oliva
Michelzi Marie Gracia
Kelly Jade Griffin
Yonese Guerrier
Angela Dawn Gurka
Angelica V. Guzman
Ashley Diane Hayes
Adina Marie Hernandez
Monica Massiel Hernandez
Joshua Louis Holbrook
Gabrielle Ann Holcombe
Morgan Rose Holden
Amanda R. Hulsey
Jafar Moesha Jackson

** Janay Nicole Jefferson
** Brandy Lynn Jones
Maritza Juarez
Lauren Nicole Judd
Susan Marlene Kennedy
Gracen Rose Kent
Isra Nael Khaireddin
Angely Belle Kuntzman
Chantal Lopez
Krystal Emily Lurius
Lacee N. McCabe

*** Chantia McDonald
*** Katelyn Mikaela McGahuey
Devyn Shannelle McGrath
Angel Mercado
Chiara Cassandra Molla
Olesya Vladislavovna Nedoshyvkina
Danielle Rohanna Nesbeth
Phillip Michael O'Dell
Tashana Nicole Ortiz
Anysia Sunil Patel
Taylor Erin Propper
Karel Ramirez
Kelly Michelle Rascon
Kristina Amber Recinello

Robert Nolan Reed
* Amy Michelle Rhoe
Lindsay Grace Robinson
Denisha Lee Rodriguez
Anghelica Victoria Ruiz
* Jenna Ellen Russo
Amanda Jane Schoening
Karoline Soliman
Charlotte Ann Stephens
Mallory Rose Stirtz
Alexandra Michelle Suarez-Acosta
McKayla Elizabeth Tawney
Jessica Laynie Toy
Amber Rose Turner
Cindy Carolina Vanegas
Cassandra Lee Vaughn
Diane Marie Velez Romero
Adasia Laurelle Warren
Katelyn Elizabeth Weaver
Barbara Karen Williams
Claire Melissa Zarbi
Brandy Marie Zineck
Halima Zraouli

Psychology BS-Experimental Psychology
Alexandria Diane Watts Johnson

Psychology BS-Human Factors Psychology
Danya Hussain
Heisha Marie Pruna

Psychology BS-Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Jasmine Marie Farrow
Gabriella Girouard
Jason Anthony Glugla
Allison Nicole Guerra
Taylor Janae Hayward
Dalton Ray Hitcheok
Nicole Megan Jones
Lizanny Maldonado
Andrew Douglas Maxwell
Anakeshia Denise McWhorter
Jordan Ritchy Ocrel
Brye Lynn Sargent
Dalia Smith
Ana Williams

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Psychology BS-Neuroscience
Veronica Atef Bekheit
Amy Nicole Burgos Susana
Anthony William Comstock
W. Adam Gregory Grant
Lauren Elly Kowalske
Alyssa Paige McKenzie
Karina Oliques Rosado
Imelda Pulido

Social Sciences BS
Angela Lashay Brown
Courtney Marie Grimmé
** Kaia Marie Johnson
Kacie Joanne Paulk
* Jordan Noel Ellen Reese
** Malaik Salaimeh
Brandy Lee Watters
Tonia Lea Zelik

Sociology BS
Melissa Alvarez
Evan Christian Bondurant
Amanda Lee Borro
Latorio Kiara Bright
** Melissa Clare Lascody
*** Devin James Moran
Kylie Lauren Owens
Natalie Marie Rivera
Emilie Joudi Vick

Statistics BS
Jennifer Mary DeStefano
Ryan Austin Dinka
Dustin James Ehling
Shelby Nicole Emerson
Natalie Gabrielle Tornillo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA

Randi Ann Allen
Maryam Parveen Arshad
Gabriela Arslanian
Samantha Teresa Balon
Chase James Booth
Elizabeth Suzanne Bradley
Berenique Mwenye-Amani Carroll
Ashley Caimol Castano
Kelsey Danzy
Joseph Russell Ehrli
Devin Feliciano
Vanessa Lilía Fernandez
Joshua Steven Gonzalez
Brittany Lynne Hagedoorn
Jacob Martin Hood
Jordan Ryan Jeter
Christopher Ryan Marques Jose
Amanda Lacognata
Laura Victoria Lavaque Casali
Curtisha Michelle Macon

* Connor Patrick McDonough
Kwami Lee Merzier
Emily Elizabeth Mills
Demetrious Ollie Jerome Moore
Chynna Denise Pacheco
Katherine Alaina Rader
Tiffany Sanabria Rios
Adrianna Caridad Rodriguez
Alejandra Romero
Maria Estefany Sapicas
Jordan Scheftz
Richard James Snyder, Jr.
Summer Keana Sterling
Elizabeth Marie Stewart
Gideon Tilus
Azariah Simone Towns
Kameica Athena Wade
Justine Nicole Wagner
Allie Evana Warner
Collin Ziegerer

Bachelor of Science

Environmental Studies

Terah Lynn Biers
Elizabeth Kathryn Goodwin
Ian Spencer Hughes
Courtney Alexis McCoy
Ketsira Pierre

* Amber Rose Rutsien
Pablo Daniel Vilchez III

Interdisciplinary Studies BS

Maria Luiza Abreu Peladan
Ramon Christian Alejo
Bethanie Joy Allman
Carolina Esperanza Alvarenga
Shukrie Mohamed Ammar
Thomas Blake Anderson
Melissa Nicole Arismendy

** Ashley Renee Bailey
Kylie M. Barnatt
Sharon Lynn Barnett
Katherine Felicia Battle
Crystal S. Baxter
Tawanda Gardeline Bernard

Matthew Jacob Bonachea
Elma Amanda Bordas
Sarah Nicole Borges
Gabrielle Clare Bornstein

* Traci Katherine Briggs
Kevin Charles Buscemi
Kristine Kelly Carnet
Brooke Ashley Carter
Madison Chase Celt
Joshua Thomas Cervenka
Heather Marie Chaney
Natasha Chapman Martinez
Spencer Douglas Ciliberti
Jaime Lin Ciociola
Kiara Colombani
Nathaniel Louis Colonna
Janaye Sade Crabb
Caitlin Renee Crews

** Hannah Elaine Crosby
Paola Lyna Cruz
Alexis Draquel Culver
Jonathan Christopher Destine
Alicia Diaz
Ollie Dangelo Dixon, Jr.
Holly Jayne Donelson
Tanie Dorce
Alexandria Ebanks
Sandra Brambaña Ekiyor-Katimi
Darine Mahmoud Elharake
Selina Espinoza
Mark Fan
Matthew Elijah Ford
Cyril Junior Francois
Manuel Fernando Gilly
Michele Ashley Gross
Kirsti Alison Hadzewycz
Haseeb Haider
Jacob Harris
Jacqueline Denise Harris
Rachael Lee Hendrix
Juan Hernandez
Lisa Tayibah Hoimian
Manisha Neelam Hussman
John Colton Jimenez
Troy Michael Johnson
Sarah Ashley Jones
Cassandra Joseph
Chelseanne Mary Keymont
Semeya Rene King
Clarissa Kay Klink
Kyle Anthony Kunnen

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Yolanda Stephanie La Madrid
Jennie Rose Lacomb
Jean Sebastien Lajeunesse
Kalyssa Doriana Lamboy
* Brenda Lapetina
Alysha Michelle Levin
Albert Donté Lewis
Tiffany Katelyn Lovern
Gabriel Luyanda
Rosa-Lee Harriet Maddox
Kathryn Margaret Maender
Karishma Mahelal
Samuel Robert Malavsky
Maxim Matthew Manera
Alexis Angel Manguel
Christina Leah Mann
Angela Rosalinda Marino
Tanner Chase Mathis
Emily Shea McCrea
Kishonna Ann McMullan
Bethany Joy Mellowe
Sarah Anne Mericle
Matthew Robert Mika
Spencer Frederick Miller
Sorayah Mondelus
Natasha Louise Mont
Sierra Nicole Morgan
Alexandria Aydee Morrison
David Nieves
Saxsen Roberta Norton
Annetha Patrena Nunn
Rose Mireille Ojo
Amanda Leigh Olender
Sheriffe J. Oliver
Nicholas Maxamillion Parmer
Ebeisse Pena
Joseph Persaud
Kirubhashankar Perumalsamy
Sylethia Kathesia Potestivo
Keilah Imani Powell
Banluchai Nakjai Powers
Rebecca Morgan Prater
Ashley Alea Ramlochan
Keiona Celeste Ranson
Genecia Alyah Reed
Shannon Aleem Mohammed Rios
Scott A. Robinson II
Manuella Yohanna Rogers
Christian L. Roman
Mikaylah Sue Rouchard
Liam A. Rowlands
Rebecca Seelig

Muhammed Abdel Hamid Darwish
Shelleh
Cezsha Smith
Mary Hannah Smith
Ryan Michael Smith
Jourdin Taylor Catherine Stafford
Stephanie Angela Stanulewich
Rachel Elizabeth Stephens
Cali Michele Stropoli
Jessica Camille Sutton
Brooke Elizabeth Turner
Victor Alexis Vargas Mariano
Jenny Louiza Variste
Breanna Nicole Vergara
Christopher Vincer
Aubrey Lynn West
Quentina White
Foresten Lee Williams
Alexus Breonna Williamson
Ryan Tyler Williamson
Joshua Paul Winsett
Brian Karl Wittel
Kyle James Wnek
Jacquelyn Michelle Worthy
Kristina Nicole Yagel

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-
Environmental Studies

Joseph Allen Kimmel
Karly Renea Voss

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS
Brittnee Rachelle De Lau

Applied Science BAS-Health Services
Administration
Briona Hopkins
Ashley Nicole Scianimunico

Applied Science BAS-Information
Technology
Steven Takumi McKinnon
* Andrew Medeiros
Brian O’Brian Thompson

Applied Science BAS-Legal Studies
Sheana Aisha Malavet
Marie Theresa Norman
Natasha A. Scheuring
Carmen N. Wilson

Applied Science BAS-Software
Development
Joseph Daniel Allen
Elmer Dea
Vikki Marie Horn
Angela Kuczynski
Jorge Antonio Lopez
Derrick J. McQuern
Andrew Anthony Millward
Anthony Charles Pass III
Jannell Elizabeth Standberry

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Entertainment Management BS
Yssa Karim Michael Augustin
Daria Balashova
Alexandra Bautista
Zobraia Caridad Ciquero
Marielle Nilda Rose Fields
* Melissa Ashley Freed
Daria Olegovna Gorbenko
Joseph Alan Green
Ashley Renee Hughes
* Nikolay John Lendman
Mason Earl McGee
Alexis Nicole Morgan
Jonathan Steve Neira
Emily Nicole Neusch
Naama Philippe Pluviose
Samantha Diane Rafferty
Santiago Restrepo
Haden Glenn Roys
Sebastian Theodore Sarco
** Maria Patricia Saucedo
Madelyn K. Scheutzow
Sophia Elizabeth Sculerati
Alexandra Leigh Shatto
Lindsey Cassandra Stokes
* Charlie Douglas Suhling
Terrell Marquis White

Event Management BS
Jasmine Magdalena Astacio Peguero
Michele Marie Bearman
Kelsy Lynn Beltran
Zackery Benitez
Kianna Maria Blaine
Nathalie Mariah Bopst
Arianna Gabriella Brizo
** Alexandria Joy Calandro
* Savannah Elizabeth Connelly
Kathryn Gorham Crowley
* Ashley Victoria Cuoco
Caroline Joan Daly
Charlotte Lynn Desormeaux
Cassandra Atira Desrouleaux
Alyssa Rose Dicaterino
Carina Angela Favale
Alyssa Elaine Garber
Felicia Nicole Garcia
Savannah Heather Gilger
Samantha Granaroli
* Lyndsey Belle Harmon

* Cassidy Paige Hitzing
Macie Lynn Holme
* Emmaline Kinder Jasonowski
Shelby Marie Klare
Kristyn Victoria Klefenz
Onia Michelle Kurti
Danielle Jessica Linton
Michelle Marie Mack
Kaitlyn Marie Mariot
Jessica Lynn Meinhart
Andrea Mary Mihalich
** Grettan Aurora Marie Moody
Shelby Rene Moore
** Emily Elizabeth Muniz
Yasmin Patel
Jessica Lynn Patterson
Karina Elizabeth Peralta
Natalie M. Perez
Tiffany Maria Perez
Sabrina Grace Randall
Jordyn Ashley Rumberger
Maglio Luciano Saiz
Kaeliegh McKenzie Sanchez
Kristen Marie Schweizer
Caitlin Jordan Sherman
Nora Christine Shirey
Jacob Lane Smith
Michael George Sorel, Jr.
* Trinity Jade St.Lewis
Savannah Leigh Stawicki
Alexa Drew Suppo
Adalys Bryce Sutherland
Brenna Nicole Taylor
Bailey Elizabeth Thayer
Cady Maureen Thiess
Mikayla Elizabeth Thomas
Jessica Marie Vaccaro
Lauren Nicole Villar
Allison Lauren Vito
Suyanne Wanderley
Lance Anthony Woodward
Matthew Alexander Workman
Autumn Renee Wright
Amy Marie Young

Hospitality Management BS
Michaela Joyce Alexander
Jasmine Magdalena Astacio Peguero
Cassandra Victoria Autillo
Joanne Marie Baker
William Cameron Barker
Zoe Rose Birger
Dominick Blowe
Michael David Bond
Stephanie Borrello
Alleya Jasmine Bristol
Arianna Gabriella Brizo
Bolton Ray Bulutoglu
Jami Elizabeth Busch
Kendall Rene Byerly
Timothy Alan Campbell
Mary Alexis Carter
Janaara Chenon
Alice Marie Chadwick
Maria Chizhikova
Jamarious S. Clark
Morgan Taylor Cone
Susan Pauline Coutinho
Arielle Chanel Daniels
Aida Michelle Diaz
Christian Diaz
Nadegia Elisini
Colby Jeffrey Fink
Alexandra Victoria Mcdaide Fisher
Darcy Danielle Foster
Imani Aquiah Freeney
Christopher Deon Glover
Edmund Wilson Glowacki
Allison Johnson Grainge
Denise Zhanise Green
Rachel Lee Greer
* Amanda Sofia Hernandez Concha
Amanda Jane Hopta
Katelyn Dorene Howard
Jennifer Olivia Hunt
Jair Dishon Jackson
** Sarah Rafia Jameer
Christopher James Kamal
Joseph Vincent Kinney
Amanda Nicole Kleinfieldt
Kayla Sarah Luevano
Michelle Marie Mack
Johnathan Aaron Makara
*** Maria Maksimova
Aliya Tiesha Mattocks
Daniel Bernard McCluskie
Brett Michelle McKeel
Bailey Erin McPhie
Jonathan Lee Melendez
Vicky Annette Melendez
* Citlali Mendoza Gonzalez
Geralyn Noreen Moritz
** Emily Elizabeth Muniz
Faith Murphy
Beril Nar

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Hang Kim Nguyen
Carolina Ortega Velez
Delaney Nicole Parkes
Rosalyn Domaoal Peralta
Erison Pierre
Kemanda Janell Pierre
Jenna Clementine Leilani Pont
Brittany Nicole Raab
Darin Donald Rasmus
Michelle Lee Rodriguez
** Madison Mackenzie Russ
Aksiporn Saengfa
*** Sydney Grace Santa Ana
Carly Madison Schreidell
Taylor Ann Schuman
James Campbell Scott
Milayah Symone Scott
Alison Irma Seearine
** Casey Jeanne Sharp
Kaitlin Priscilla Siegwald
Christopher John Simon
Jacob Lane Smith
Virginia Isabel Solis
Darsie Jeanne Strother
Cameron Scott Swartz
Shirley Szajner
Jeffrey Albert Tang
Kevin Bruce Taylor
Tenae Nicole Thacker
Brianna Nicole Thompson
Maya Tiffany Trotman
Javier Valle
Brittany Alexandra Vargas
Allison Lauren Vito
Mary Hazel Washburn
Ursula Ainsley Webb
Ashley Nicole Williams
*** Austin Michael Williams
Devon Briana Wolter
Elizabeth Grace Wyatt

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist
Zachary Robert Autiello
Georgia Lea Harper
Madison Jayne Heaps
Cheyel Lynn Ross

Hospitality Management BS-Lodging Management
* Julia Elizabeth Brown
Connor James Oliver

Hospitality Management BS-Professional Tennis Management
Amy Marie Young

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management
* Charlie Douglas Suhling

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS
Alayna Claire Colacicco
Tyler William Martin
Lauren Elizabeth Olinger
Emily Paulino
Kelsi Nicole Spradlin

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia. At UCF, the baccalaureate tassel colors are representative of the college. In most cases it represents the discipline of each college below.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts and Humanities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCIPLINE</td>
<td>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Computer Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Administration</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Graduate Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology Professional</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Health Professions and Sciences</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Medicine</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Sciences</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen College of Hospitality Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the John C. Hitt Library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
Honorary Degrees Awarded

December 1969  Kurt H. Debus, Doctor of Engineering Science
William H. Dial, Doctor of Commercial Science

June 1970  John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences

March 1973  Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service

August 1974  Fred C. Clayton, Doctor of Professional Engineering

August 1978  Richard F. Livingston, Doctor of Business Administration

June 1979  Albert F. Hegenberger, Doctor of Engineering Science
Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science

December 1979  Joseph Daniel Duffey, Doctor of Humane Letters

June 1980  Thelma Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities
Howard Phillips, Doctor of Public Service

December 1981  Gene Burns, Master of Letters

April 1982  Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service
Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service
John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service
Robert J. Whalen, Doctor of Engineering Science

July 1982  Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service
William E. Davis, Doctor of Public Service

December 1982  Joseph A. Boyd, Doctor of Engineering Science
J. W. Hubler, Doctor of Engineering Science
Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service

July 1983  Allan E. Gotieb, Doctor of Laws

May 1985  George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service
Jerry Collins, Doctor of Public Service
D. Robert Graham, Doctor of Public Service
Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science
William C. Schwartz, Doctor of Engineering Science

March 1986  Isaac Bashevis Singer, Doctor of Letters
Elie Wiesel, Doctor of Letters

October 1988  Sven Caspersen, Doctor of Engineering Science
John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service
Wolfgang-Detlef Petri, Doctor of Commercial Science

May 1989  Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service
David Albertson, Doctor of Human Letters
William S. Jenkins, Doctor of Human Letters
James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service
Charles N. Millican, Doctor of Laws

May 1990  Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters
Thadeus Seymour, Doctor of Letters

May 1991  Roald Hoffmann, Doctor of Science
Robert Bryan, Doctor of Human Letters

May 1992  Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science

May 1993  Norman R. Augustine, Doctor of Engineering Science

December 1995  Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters

April 1996  Nicolaas Bloembergen, Doctor of Science

December 1996  Richard A. Nunis, Doctor of Public Service

May 1997  Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service

August 1974  Trevor Colbourn, Doctor of Humane Letters
Linda W. Chapin, Doctor of Public Service

December 1979  Oscar Arias, Doctor of Humane Letters
Reubin Askew, Doctor of Public Service

December 1982  Desmond Tutu, Doctor of Humane Letters
Lotfi Zadeh, Doctor of Science

January 1983  James Bacchus, Doctor of Public Services
Richard M. Karp, Doctor of Science

April 1982  Joseph F. Traub, Doctor of Science
LeRoy T. Walker, Sr., Doctor of Public Service

July 1982  Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service
Albert Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science
Nancy Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science
Robert E. Kahn, Doctor of Science

May 1985  G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science

December 1982  Lester Mandell, Doctor of Commercial Science
Harriet Elam-Thomas, Doctor of Public Service

March 1986  Anibol Acevedo Vila, Doctor of Public Service
Rita Bornstein, Doctor of Humane Letters

May 1985  Charles Hard Townes, Doctor of Science

December 1984  Robert Vander Weide, Doctor of Humane Letters

October 1988  Sanford Shugart, Doctor of Humane Letters

July 1983  James A. Hinson, Doctor of Commerce

December 1984  Howard Lance, Doctor of Science
Jerry S. Roth, Doctor of Commercial Science


March 1986  Michael M. Crow, Doctor of Human Letters
Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Human Letters
Phyllis A. Klock, Doctor of Commercial Science

October 1988  Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service
Richard Walsh, Doctor of Commercial Science

December 1988  Richard M. DeVos, Sr., Doctor of Commercial Science

May 1990  J. Charles Gray, Doctor of Public Service

March 1991  J. Charles Gray, Doctor of Public Service
John Skipper, Doctor of Human Letters

February 1992  Alan Eustace, Doctor of Business

March 1993  Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service

May 1995  Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Doctor of Public Service


May 1997  Jeb Bush, Doctor of Public Service

May 1998  Buddy Dyer, Doctor of Public Service

June 1999  Martha Halstead Hitt, Doctor of Public Service

May 2000  Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service

November 2001  James F. Heekin, Doctor of Public Service

May 2002  Teresa Jacobs, Doctor of Public Service

December 2002  Thomas G. Kunz, Doctor of Public Service

February 2003  Carolyn Roberts, Doctor of Public Service

May 2004  Richard Walsh, Doctor of Commercial Science

May 2005  Michael M. Crow, Doctor of Human Letters

May 2006  Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Human Letters

May 2007  Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service

May 2008  Richard Walsh, Doctor of Commercial Science

December 2008  Richard Walsh, Doctor of Commercial Science

May 2009  Michael M. Crow, Doctor of Human Letters

December 2009  Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Human Letters

May 2010  Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service

May 2011  Richard Walsh, Doctor of Commercial Science

May 2012  Michael M. Crow, Doctor of Human Letters

May 2013  Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Human Letters

May 2014  Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service

May 2015  Richard Walsh, Doctor of Commercial Science

May 2016  Michael M. Crow, Doctor of Human Letters

May 2017  Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Human Letters

May 2018  Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service

May 2019  Richard Walsh, Doctor of Commercial Science

December 2019  Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Human Letters
### Degrees Conferred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A.B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A.S.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Applied Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.Des.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Design in Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.F.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.M.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.M.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.As.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.C.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.Cp.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.ConE</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.E.T.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.T.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.Env.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.I.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.M.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.N.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.P.S.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.W.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.N.P.</td>
<td>Doctor of Nursing Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.P.T.</td>
<td>Doctor of Physical Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.S.</td>
<td>Education Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.A.E.</td>
<td>Master of Arts in Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.T.</td>
<td>Master of Arts in Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.P.A.</td>
<td>Master of Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.B.A.</td>
<td>Master of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.F.A.</td>
<td>Master of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.N.M.</td>
<td>Master of Nonprofit Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.A.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.A.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.B.M.</td>
<td>Master of Sports Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.C.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.Cp.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.E.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.Env.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.I.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.S.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.N.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.R.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Real Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.T.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Taxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.W.</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. Students should log into MyUCF to update their diploma mailing address if the diploma mailing address changes after filing their Intent to Graduate.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

*Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.*
All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.
With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.

UCF ALMA MATER

Words & Music: Burt Szabo

Moderato
This commencement program will be available at commencement.ucf.edu/2019/summer/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, August 5, 2019.